2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version A – Secretary’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Donate $100 to the fire department.

Ability:
Business:

To rise to the point of order.
Hold a teacher appreciation breakfast.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version A – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Donate $100 to the fire department.

Ability:
Business:

To rise to the point of order.
Hold a teacher appreciation breakfast.

1.

What is the mission statement of the FFA?
(Page 4, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“FFA makes a positive difference in the lives of students by developing their potential for premier
leadership, personal growth, and career success through agricultural education.”

2.

What is the Program of Activities?
(Page 7, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“A Program of Activities (POA) serves as a road map for planning activities and accomplishing
goals on the local level.”

3.

Name three of the five different degrees that can be earned by FFA
members.
(Page 7, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
Discovery Degree, Greenhand Degree, Chapter Degree, State Degree or Iowa Degree, American
Degree

4.

Name three of the five responsibilities of the Vice President.
(Page 17, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“1. Assume all duties of the president if necessary. 2. Develop the POA and serve as an exofficio, non-voting member of the POA committees. 3. Coordinate all committee work. 4. Work
closely with the president and advisor to assess progress toward meeting chapter goals. 5.
Establish and maintain a chapter resource file.”

5.

The Sentinel is stationed by which symbol?
(Page 23, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“Shield of Friendship”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version B – Secretary’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Hold an FFA Week Cherry Pie Feed.

Ability:
Business:

To amend a motion.
Tour the local implement dealership.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version B – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Hold an FFA Week Cherry Pie Feed.

Ability:
Business:

To amend a motion.
Tour the local implement dealership.

1.

What are the official colors of the FFA?
(Page 9, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“… the FFA colors of national blue and corn gold ….”

2.

What is the official salute of the FFA?
(Page 9, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“The Pledge of Allegiance is the official salute of the FFA organization.”

3.

Name three of the five responsibilities of the President.
(Page 17, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“1. Preside over meetings according to accepted rules of parliamentary procedure. 2. Appoint
committees and serve on them as an ex-officio, non-voting member. 3. Coordinate the activities
of the chapter and evaluate the progress of each division of the POA. 4. Represent the chapter in
public relations and official functions. 5. Establish and maintain a chapter resource file.”

4.

Name two of the three other officers a chapter might elect.
(Page 19, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
Historian, Parliamentarian, and Chaplain

5.

What are the two types of committees?
(Page 24, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
Standing Committees and Special Committees

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version C – Secretary’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Donate fruit to the local nursing home.

Ability:
Business:

Refer to a Committee.
Paint the cattle barn at the fairgrounds.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version C – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Donate fruit to the local nursing home.

Ability:
Business:

Refer to a Committee.
Paint the cattle barn at the fairgrounds.

1.

What does three taps of the gavel signal?
(Page 25, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“Three taps of the gavel is the signal for all members to stand in unison on the third tap.”

2.

Name one reason Parliamentary Procedure is used in a meeting.
(Page 25, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“Observing parliamentary procedure will ensure that: one item is addressed at a time, courtesy is
extended to everyone, the majority rules, and the rights of the minority are protected.”

3.

Name the three major divisions of the Program of Activities.
(Page 20, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
Student, Chapter, Community

4.

Name three of the six responsibilities of the Advisor.
(Page 18, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“1. Supervise chapter activities year round. 2. Inform prospective students and parents about
FFA. 3. Instruct students in leadership and personal development. 4. Build school and
community support for the program. 5. Encourage involvement of all chapter members in
activities. 6. Prepare students for involvement in career development events (CDEs) and
leadership programs.”

5.

What three medals may only be worn on the FFA jacket?
(Page 12, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“No more than three medals should be worn on the jacket. These should represent to highest
degree earned, the highest office held, and the highest award earned by the member.”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version D – Secretary’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Plant an oak tree at the Elementary.

Ability:
Business:

Table a Motion
Refinish an antique tractor.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version D – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Plant an oak tree at the Elementary.

Ability:
Business:

Table a Motion
Refinish an antique tractor.

1.

Name three of the four items that the Secretary should have on hand
at each meeting.
(Page 17, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“a. Secretary, Treasurer & Program of Activities Workbook or the computer software, b. Copy
of the POA including all standing and special committees, c. Official FFA Manual and the FFA
Student Handbook, d. Copy of the chapter constitution and bylaws.”

2.

What is the FFA Motto?
(Page 9, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“Learning to Do, Doing to Learn, Earning to Live, Living to Serve”

3.

What does a series of sharp taps of the gavel signify?
(Page 25, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“A series of sharp taps is used to restore order at a meeting.”

4.

Name three of the six responsibilities of the Treasurer.
(Page 17, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“1. Receive, record, and deposit FFA funds and issue receipts. 2. Present monthly treasurer
reports at chapter meetings. 3. Collect dues and special assessments. 4. Maintain a neat and
accurate Secretary, Treasurer & Program of Activities Workbook or the computer software. 5.
Prepare and submit the membership roster and dues to the National FFA Organization through
the state FFA association office in cooperation with the secretary. 6. Serve as chairperson of the
earnings and savings committee.”

5.

What does the owl on the FFA Emblem represent?
(Page 9, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“The owl, long recognized for its wisdom, symbolizes the knowledge required to be successful in
the industry of agriculture.”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Creed Speaking CDE Questions
Version A
1. In the fourth paragraph, you stated “I believe in less dependence on
begging and more power in bargaining…”. What does that
statement mean to you?

2. Who wrote the FFA Creed?

3. Give two examples of the better ways that you mentioned when
you said “better days through better ways”?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Creed Speaking CDE Questions
Version B
1. What are the “joys and discomforts of agricultural life” that have
affected you in the past?

2. Who wrote the FFA Creed?

3. Why is the FFA Creed important to agriculture?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Creed Speaking CDE Questions
Version C
1. In the fifth paragraph, you said "…that American agriculture can
and will hold true to the best traditions of our national life…"
What are some of those traditions?

2. Who wrote the FFA Creed?

3. What are two ways progressive agriculturists can market the
products of their toil?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Creed Speaking CDE Questions
Version D
1. How can you exert an influence in your home and community?

2. Who wrote the FFA Creed?

3. Is the Creed current with modern agriculture and youth?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Extemporaneous Speaking CDE
Topics
Version A
2006-07 General Themes: a.) Agriscience and Technology; b.) Agrimarketing and
International Agricultural Relations; and c.) Food and Fiber Systems.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

What effects will the increasing number of biofuels processing plants have on Iowa’s agriculture
and economy?

How does COOL (Country of Origin Labeling) affect Iowa agricultural trade with overseas
markets?

What are the potential impacts on food safety in Iowa with the recent issues of E. coli bacteria on
spinach from California?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Extemporaneous Speaking CDE
Topics
Version B
2006-07 General Themes: a.) Agriscience and Technology; b.) Agrimarketing and
International Agricultural Relations; and c.) Food and Fiber Systems.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

What is the most significant new advancement in agricultural technology?

What is the most important international issue currently facing American agriculture?

What can the agriculture industry do to best ensure the safety of its food supply?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Extemporaneous Speaking CDE
Topics
Version C
2006-07 General Themes: a.) Agriscience and Technology; b.) Agrimarketing and
International Agricultural Relations; and c.) Food and Fiber Systems.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

Are genetically altered agricultural products safe for human consumption?

What marketing strategies can Iowa grain producers use to be more profitable?

How does European agricultural and economic status affect Iowa?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Extemporaneous Speaking CDE
Topics
Version D
2006-07 General Themes: a.) Agriscience and Technology; b.) Agrimarketing and
International Agricultural Relations; and c.) Food and Fiber Systems.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

Do the availability of genetically modified crops hurt or help the family farmer?

What are the advantages and disadvantages of a producer-owned cooperative?

How important or unimportant is a strong Asian economy to Iowa agriculture?

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION
Cornell University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer & educator

DIRECTIONS

•
•
•

Type or print, using black ink or marker
If you need additional space, attach a supplemental sheet
Sign the completed application

LEAVE
BLANK

GENERAL
NAME

ϒ

(LAST)

(FIRST)

PRESENT ADDRESS

(MIDDLE)

SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

(STREET, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE)

HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY
WORKED FOR CORNELL?
YES

PHONE NO. - DAY

PHONE NO. - EVENING

ALTERNATE PHONE NO.

BIRTHDATE, IF UNDER 18

(

ADDRESS WHERE YOU MAY BE CONTACTED IF DIFFERENT FROM PRESENT ADDRESS

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

DEPARTMENT

)

(
POSITION

DATE OF APPLICATION

(

)

)

SUPERVISOR

NO

IF HIRED, CAN YOU PROVIDE PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP OR LEGAL RIGHT TO WORK?

YES

NO

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN CONVICTED OF ANY CRIMINAL OFFENSE OTHER THAN MINOR TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS? _______ IF SO, PLEASE EXPLAIN. A CRIMINAL CONVICTION WILL BE
CONSIDERED ONLY IN RELATION TO THE JOB FOR WHICH YOU ARE APPLYING. SERIOUSNESS AND NATURE OF THE OFFENSE, TIME ELAPSED, AND REHABILITATION WILL BE
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.

POSITION
TYPE OF POSITION APPLYING FOR __________________________________

SOURCE OF REFERRAL
____________________________________

DATE AVAILABLE

SPECIFY ANTICIPATED PERIOD OF W ORK AND/OR
NUMBER OF HOURS PER DAY

POSITION DESIRED
FULL-TIME REGULAR

JOB POSTING NO. _______________
SALARY EXPECTED

$

TEMPORARY

PART-TIME REGULAR

Please note that the Employment Record, Education & Training and References sections do not need to be completed if an
Attached resume provides all of the specific requested information. If there is information requested that is not on your
Resume, please be sure to provide that information in order to ensure your application materials will be considered.

EMPLOYMENT RECORD
START DATE

END DATE

LIST MOST RECENT EMPLOYMENT FIRST
FINAL POSITION TITLE

FINAL SALARY

MAY WE CONTACT THIS EMPLOYER?
YES

EMPLOYER

LAST SUPERVISOR'S NAME

NO

REASON FOR LEAVING

STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

PHONE

(

)

POSITION DESCRIPTION

START DATE

END DATE

FINAL POSITION TITLE

FINAL SALARY

MAY WE CONTACT THIS EMPLOYER?
YES

EMPLOYER

STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

LAST SUPERVISOR'S NAME

REASON FOR LEAVING

PHONE

(
POSITION DESCRIPTION

)

NO

2

EMPLOYMENT RECORD CONTINUED

START DATE

END DATE

FINAL POSITION TITLE

FINAL SALARY

MAY WE CONTACT THIS EMPLOYER?
YES

LAST SUPERVISOR'S NAME

EMPLOYER

NO

REASON FOR LEAVING

STREET ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE

PHONE

(

)

POSITION DESCRIPTION

EDUCATION & TRAINING
GRADUATE?
COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY
OR
TECHNICAL
SCHOOL

,

COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY
OR
TECHNICAL
SCHOOL

,

YES

NO

TYPE OF
DEGREE OR
DIPLOMA

MAJOR SUBJECT

NAME OF SCHOOL

CITY & STATE
GRADUATE?
YES

NO

MAJOR SUBJECT

NAME OF SCHOOL

CITY & STATE
GRADUATE?

HIGH SCHOOL
LAST ATTENDED

TYPE OF
DEGREE OR
DIPLOMA

YES

NO

TYPE OF
DEGREE OR
DIPLOMA

MAJOR SUBJECT

NAME OF SCHOOL

CITY & STATE
GRADUATE?
OTHER

YES

NO

TYPE OF
DEGREE OR
DIPLOMA

MAJOR SUBJECT

NAME OF SCHOOL

CITY & STATE
LIST LICENSES, FOREIGN LANGUAGES, COMPUTER, DATA/WORD PROCESSING, OFFICE EQUIPMENT, TYPING, SHORTHAND, OR OTHER SKILLS & TRAINING YOU CONSIDER RELEVANT TO
EMPLOYMENT AT CORNELL

LANGUAGE ABILITY--LIST THOSE YOU COULD USE IN YOUR WORK
ENGLISH
SPEAK
READ
WRITE
OTHER

SPEAK

READ

WRITE

OTHER

SPEAK

READ

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, ASSOCIATIONS, HONORS, CERTIFICATIONS, PROFESSIONAL LICENSES AND PUBLICATIONS YOU CONSIDER SIGNIFICANT.
PROFESSIONAL LICENSE NUMBER AND STATE OF ISSUANCE

REFERENCES
NAME/TITLE

WRITE

PLEASE INDICATE THE

LIST THREE PERSONS, OTHER THAN RELATIVES OR PERSONAL FRIENDS, WHO
HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF YOUR WORK EXPERIENCE AND/OR EDUCATION.
MAILING ADDRESS

AUTHORIZATION

PHONE

APPLICATION MUST BE SIGNED PRIOR TO SUBMITTING.

I hereby authorize investigation of all statements contained in this application and on my resume, if
provided. I certify that such statements are true, and understand that misrepresentation or omission of
facts called for in this form, or on any resume provided by me, is cause for termination of employment
without notice. I also agree: (1) to such examination by a university-designated physician as may be

Date ______________________

required, employment being contingent on the satisfactory passing thereof; (2) if employed, to enroll in
the University group insurance plan, except employees of Cornell University Medical Center; (3) if
employed, to abide by all regulations of the University.

Signature _________________________________________

NO PERSON SHALL BE DENIED EMPLOYMENT ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOR, ETHNICITY, NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX/GENDER, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, RELIGION, CREED, DISABILITY (INCLUDING
HIV STATUS, AGE, VETERAN STATUS, MARITAL STATUS OR EX-OFFENDER STATUS).
Employment is contingent upon furnishing evidence of identity and employment eligibility.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Parliamentary Procedure CDE
Abilities/Questions
Version A – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Hold a Valentine’s Day Dance.

Ability:
Business:

To Suspend the Rules.
Purchase a new set of FFA paraphernalia.

Ability:
Business:

To Refer to a Committee.
Donate $200 to the local food pantry.

Ability:
Business:

To Rise to the Point of Order.
Send the officer team to District Leadership Camp.

Ability:
Business:

To Adjourn.
Plant roses at the nursing home.

1.

As presiding officer, what would you do if an amendment that is offered receives no
second?
(Page 15, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Without a second, the motion dies for lack of support.”

2.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a vote to table a motion resulted in a tie?
(Page 23, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“The presiding officer is not permitted to vote unless: 1.) his/her vote will break a tie (to pass a motion), or 2.) his/her vote
will make a tie (to defeat a motion).

3.

Two taps of the gavel are used for what action?
(Page 8, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Two strokes are used to call a meeting to order.”

4.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a member began to discuss the motion to
take a motion from the table?
(Center Section, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
Motion to Take from the Table is not Debatable. The member should be called out of order.

5.

Business can be referred to two types of committees. Name the two types of
committees.
(Page 43, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Any business matter may be referred to a standing or permanent committee or to an ad hoc or temporary committee.”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Parliamentary Procedure CDE
Abilities/Questions
Version B – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
To present at the School Board meeting.

Ability:
Business:

To Lay a Motion on the Table.
To purchase a DVD player for the classroom.

Ability:
Business:

To Amend a Motion.
To transplant prairie grass at the elementary.

Ability:
Business:

To Reconsider a Motion.
To host the District Bowling Tournament.

Ability:
Business:

To Change the Presiding Officer.
To hold an antique tractor pull.

1.

As presiding officer, what would you do if the point of order to which a member had
risen was not appropriate?
(Page 56 from 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“When a point of order is not clearly supported by an authority or is not considered appropriately raised, the Chair may
rule, “The point of order is not sustained.” Reasons for this decision should be given. Any member not agreeing with this
decision may Appeal from the Decision of the Chair.”

2.

How many amendments can a single motion have on the floor at one time?
(Page 46 from 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“A motion may not have more than two amendments on the floor at the same time.”

3.

One tap of the gavel is used for what action?
(Page 8, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“One stroke of the gavel is used to announce the result of a vote, to get attention, or to indicate that members should be
seated..”

4.

Name four countable voting methods.
(Page 21 from 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Countable voting methods include: raising hands, standing, marking paper ballots, calling the role of members, circulating
a mechanical voting device”

5.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a vote resulted in a tie?
(Page 23 from 1994 edition of "Mastering Parliamentary Procedure")
“When a vote results in a tie, the motion fails. A tie is not a “more than half” for the affirmative side, so a simple majority is
not achieved.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Parliamentary Procedure CDE
Abilities/Questions
Version C – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Hold a Petting Zoo at the County Fair.

Ability:
Business:

To Appeal from the Decision of the Chair.
Purchase new FFA Manuals for the freshman.

Ability:
Business:

To Take from the Table.
Donate $200 to the Iowa FFA Foundation.

Ability:
Business:

To Adjourn.
Send the officer team to the Washington Leadership Conference.

Ability:
Business:

To Rise to the Point of Order.
Plant flowers at city hall.

1.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a member moved to refer a matter to a
committee, and the motion to refer received no second?
(Page 15, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Without a second, the motion dies for lack of support.”

2.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a member who had voted on the losing
side moved to reconsider?
(Page 64, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“The motion to reconsider may be made only by a member who voted on the prevailing (victorious) side.”

3.

What are two advantages of referring items to a committee?
(Page 43, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“…Is to secure more detailed information on a matter that is before the assembly, before taking action on it.”
“… Allows for more informal discussion of an item of business that can be given during a business meeting.”

4.

As the presiding officer, what would you do if a member made remarks on a motion
before it was seconded?
(Page 15, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Once another member “seconds” the motion, it can be discussed by the group and a vote taken.” The member who
discussed before the second should be called out of order by the chair.

5.

Business can be referred to two types of committees. Name the two types of
committees.
(Page 43, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Any business matter may be referred to a standing or permanent committee or to an ad hoc or temporary committee.”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
Sub-District Parliamentary Procedure CDE
Abilities/Questions
Version D – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To receive and dispose of a main motion.
Hold a Petting Zoo at the County Fair.

Ability:
Business:

To Lay a Motion on the Table.
Purchase new FFA Manuals for the freshman.

Ability:
Business:

To Change the Presiding Officer.
Donate $200 to the Iowa FFA Foundation.

Ability:
Business:

Refer to a Committee.
Send the officer team to the Washington Leadership Conference.

Ability:
Business:

To Reconsider a Motion.
Plant flowers at city hall.

1.

As presiding officer, what would you do if the point of order to which a member had
risen was not appropriate?
(Page 56 from 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“When a point of order is not clearly supported by an authority or is not considered appropriately raised, the Chair may
rule, “The point of order is not sustained.” Reasons for this decision should be given. Any member not agreeing with this
decision may Appeal from the Decision of the Chair.”

2.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a vote to table a motion resulted in a tie?
(Page 23, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“The presiding officer is not permitted to vote unless: 1.) his/her vote will break a tie (to pass a motion), or 2.) his/her vote
will make a tie (to defeat a motion).

3.

What are two advantages of referring items to a committee?
(Page 43, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“…Is to secure more detailed information on a matter that is before the assembly, before taking action on it.”
“… Allows for more informal discussion of an item of business that can be given during a business meeting.”

4.

As the presiding officer, what would you do if a member made remarks on a motion
before it was seconded?
(Page 15, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Once another member “seconds” the motion, it can be discussed by the group and a vote taken.” The member who
discussed before the second should be called out of order by the chair.

5.

Business can be referred to two types of committees. Name the two types of
committees.
(Page 43, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“Any business matter may be referred to a standing or permanent committee or to an ad hoc or temporary committee.”

Radio Broadcasting CDE
Sub-District Level – Iowa FFA Association
2006-07
Corn Market Recap for 11/2/2006
December Corn finished up 11 1/4 at 344 3/4, 8 3/4 off the high and 1 1/4
up from the low. March Corn closed up 12 1/4 at 359 1/4. This was 2 1/4 up
from the low and 7 3/4 off the high.
The surge higher was led by fund buying, estimated at near 10,000 contracts
at mid-session and while the close was half of the daily limit, the close
was near the low end of the day session trade. Nearby futures moved to the
highest level in 10 years before the fund buying slowed late. More trade
house estimates for a possible drop in production for next week's USDA crop
production report helped to support solid gains and aggressive fund buying
on and after the opening. Corn touched limit-up shortly after the opening
as end users, funds and small specs continue to buy and new contract highs
activated more buying orders. Weekly US export sales for corn came in at
1.027 million metric tonnes as compared to trade expectations between
900,000-1.1 million. Cumulative sales have reached 34.6% of the USDA
forecast as compared to 30.6% on average over the last five years. Sales of
843,700 metric tonnes per week are needed to reach the USDA estimate.
Another prominent private trade house estimate was released this morning
for corn production at 10.729 billion bushels, down 176 million bushels
from last month's USDA forecast. If the estimate is correct and the USDA
leaves demand unchanged, ending stocks for the 2006/2007 season would come
in near 820 million bushels or just 6.9% of usage. This would be the second
lowest in history (at least since 1960) and compares with 5% for the 95/96
season (when corn posted all-time high pricing) and 17.5% last year. News
that China was slowing corn exports added to the positive tone.

Soybean Complex Market Recap for 11/2/2006
January Soybeans finished up 3 at 661 1/4, 21 1/4 off the high and 3 1/4 up
from the low. March Soybeans closed up 4 1/4 at 672 1/4. This was 4 1/4 up
from the low and 19 3/4 off the high.
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December Soymeal closed up 2.2 at 195.3. This was 0.5 up from the low and
5.2 off the high.
December Soybean Oil finished up 0.03 at 27.5, 0.6 off the high and 0.03 up
from the low.
While closing higher on the day, November soybeans closed nearly 20 cents
off of the highs and near the low of the day. Nearby futures moved to the
highest level since August of 2005. Surging prices for corn and wheat
supported active buying in soybeans early in the session with nearby corn
toughing limit-up. By mid-session, funds were noted buyers of near 5,000
coybean contracts, 4,500 meal and 2,500 oil. The idea that soybeans need to
stay up with the other grains helped support the soybean market and a surge
higher in palm oil overnight added to the positive tone. Trade house
estimates for higher yield in next week's crop production report has
traders leaning toward bearish news from the report next week but "keeping
up with corn" has been the primary bullish force for the market. With the
action in the corn market, many producers in the mid-west can receive a net
return of $130/acre more for corn than soybeans for the coming year. In
other words, switching acreage to corn for a 1000 acre farm would net
$130,000 more than staying with soybeans. Weekly US export sales for
soybeans came in at 640,200 metric tonnes as compared to trade expectations
between 550,000-750,000. Cumulative sales have reached 43.3% of the USDA
forecast as compared to 47.2% on average over the last five years. Sales of
392,200 metric tonnes per week are needed to reach the USDA estimate.
Weekly US export sales for meal came in at 58,300 metric tonnes as compared
to trade expectations between 75,000-150,000. Sales of 109,700 metric
tonnes per week are needed to reach the USDA estimate. Oil sales were 5,800
metric tonnes as compared to trade expectations between 2,000-8,000.
Another trade house estimate for production came in at 3.246 billion
bushels this morning which is up 57 million bushels from last month's USDA
forecast. Deliveries totaled 617 contracts this morning but a strong
commercial house account stopped 546 contracts of the total. Palm oil
futures surged 2.6% higher overnight. The Census fats and oils report this
morning showed soyoil usage for bio-diesel production at 176.2 million
pounds as compared with 186.2 million in August (revised from 179 million)
and from 141.5 million in July. The report also showed soyoil stocks for
September at 2.968 billion pounds from 3.061 billion in August. The weekly
broiler hatchery report showed broiler eggs set in hatcheries for the week
were down 2% from the same week last year. This would suggest a drop in
meal consumption into early next year of about 2%.

CORN Futures - 20:33 - Thursday, 2 November
(Click on Contract for Chart) - All times CST

Contract

Last

Change

Open

High

Low

Prev.
Stl.

Dec 2006

344-6s

+11-2

346-0

353-4

343-4

333-4

Mar 2007

359-2s

+12-2

362-0

367-0

357-0

347-0

May 2007

367-0s

+13-0

362-0

374-0

362-0

354-0

Jul 2007

370-4s

+10-4

379-0

380-0

369-0

360-0

Sep 2007

356-4s

+10-0

355-0

366-0

355-0

346-4
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Time
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6

Dec 2007

350-0s

+13-6

344-0

353-0

342-0

336-2

Mar 2008

353-0s

+12-0

348-4

355-0

347-0

341-0

May 2008

350-0s

+8-4

351-0

356-0

348-0

341-4

Jul 2008

353-0s

+8-6

350-0

356-0

350-0

344-2

Sep 2008

340-0s

+6-0

335-0

340-0

335-0

334-0

Dec 2008

326-6s

+6-6

326-0

330-0

326-0

320-0

Jul 2009

334-0s

+1-4

334-0

334-0

334-0

332-4

Dec 2009

327-0s

+1-4

328-0

329-0

327-0

325-4

11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6
11/02/200
6

SOYBEANS Futures - 20:38 - Thursday, 2 November
(Click on Contract for Chart) - All times CST

Contract
Nov
Jan
Mar
May
Jul
Aug
Sep
Nov
Jan
Mar
Jul
Nov

2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2008
2008

Last
648-2s
661-2s
672-2s
678-4s
684-6s
689-0s
690-0s
694-0s
698-0s
702-0s
715-0s
690-0s

Change
+3-2
+3-0
+4-2
+5-0
+5-2
+7-4
+5-0
+2-4
+4-0
+6-0
+5-0
+5-0

Open
656-4
670-0
681-0
684-0
689-0
697-0
700-0
698-0
704-0
702-0
710-0
687-0

High
668-0
682-0
692-0
695-0
700-0
700-0
700-0
712-0
704-0
702-0
716-0
695-0

Low
647-0
660-0
671-0
678-0
684-0
689-0
690-0
693-0
698-0
702-0
710-0
687-0

Prev.
Stl.
645-0
658-2
668-0
673-4
679-4
681-4
685-0
691-4
694-0
696-0
710-0
685-0

Time
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006
11/02/2006

U.S. Hog Inventory Up 1 Percent
U.S. inventory of all hogs and pigs on September 1, 2006 was 62.7 million head.
This was up 1 percent from September 1, 2005 and up 2 percent from June 1, 2006.
Breeding inventory, at 6.08 million head, was up 2 percent from last year and up
slightly from the previous quarter. Market hog inventory, at 56.6 million head,
was up 1 percent from last year and up 2 percent from last quarter.
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The June-August 2006 pig crop, at 26.7 million head, was up 1 percent from 2005
and up 2 percent from 2004. Sows farrowing during this period totaled 2.92
million head, up slightly from 2005 and up 1 percent from 2004. The sows
farrowed during this quarter
represented 48 percent of the breeding herd. The average pigs saved per litter
was 9.14 for the June-August 2006 period, compared to 9.06 last year. Pigs
saved per litter by size of operation ranged from 7.70 for operations with 1-99
hogs and pigs to 9.20 for operations with more than 5,000 hogs and pigs.
U.S. hog producers intend to have 2.92 million sows farrow during the SeptemberNovember 2006 quarter, up 1 percent from the actual farrowings in both 2005 and
2004. Intended farrowings for December 2006-February 2007, at 2.90 million sows,
are up 2 percent from
both 2006 and 2005.
The total number of hogs under contract, owned by operations with over 5,000
head, but raised by contractees, accounted for 39 percent of the total U.S. hog
inventory, unchanged from last year.

National Agricultural Summary
October 23 - 29, 2006
Highlights: Temperatures again averaged below normal across most of the Nation. Freezing
temperatures occurred across most of the Nation and as far south as central Georgia, while
temperatures below 20 degrees Fahrenheit were seen across most of the northern
Great Plains, central Rocky Mountains, and Great Basin. Moderate precipitation in the
southern and eastern Corn Belt limited fieldwork to three or four days in most locations,
while heavy rainfall in the Mississippi Delta allowed only two days suitable for fieldwork
in Louisiana and Mississippi. Moderate precipitation also fell across the Southeast,
Atlantic Coast States, and parts of the central Great Plains, but fieldwork delays were
minor. Mostly dry conditions prevailed across the northern and southern Great Plains and
the Pacific Coast States, while light precipitation, including some snow, fell across most
of the Rocky Mountain region.
Corn: Harvest advanced to 68 percent complete, 10 percentage points behind last year and 3
points behind normal. Progress trailed behind normal across most of the Corn Belt,
particularly the eastern-most areas of the region, where Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio
growers were over a week behind their normal harvest pace due to persistent wet weather.
However, in the northern Great Plains and adjacent areas of the Corn Belt, harvest
progressed rapidly under mostly dry conditions, advancing 29 points in Minnesota, 25
points in North Dakota, and 23 points in South Dakota.
Soybeans: Eighty-three percent of the acreage had been harvested, compared with 91 percent
last year and 85 percent for the 5-year average. Harvest was complete in Mississippi and
nearly complete in Louisiana, Minnesota, and the Dakotas, but trailed behind normal across
most of the Corn Belt. As with corn, producers in the eastern Corn Belt were well behind
normal due to soggy fields.
Winter Wheat: Growers had seeded 91 percent of their acreage, 1 point behind last year but
the same as the 5-year average. Planting was complete in Colorado, Idaho, Nebraska, and
South Dakota and nearly complete in Washington. Progress was at or ahead of normal in the
central Great Plains and western Corn Belt but behind normal in the eastern Corn Belt,
trailing over a week behind in Michigan and Ohio. Acreage emerged, at 73 percent, was 2
points behind last year and 3 points behind normal. In Indiana, Michigan, and Missouri,
one-fifth of the crop emerged during the week
Cotton: Acreage with open bolls advanced to 95 percent, compared with 96 percent for last
year and the 5-year average. With the exception of Texas and Kansas, over 95 percent of
the acreage had open bolls in all States. Producers had harvested 50 percent of their
acreage, 3 points behind last year and 2 points behind normal. Harvest was most advanced
in the Delta, at 72 percent complete in Arkansas, 94 percent in Louisiana, and 95 percent
in Mississippi.
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Sorghum: Acreage at or beyond maturity advanced to 90 percent, 4 points behind last year
and 3 points behind normal. In the two largest producing States, Kansas and Texas,
progress trailed 5 and 3 points behind normal, respectively. Fifty-nine percent of the
crop had been harvested, 10 points behind last year and the 5-year average. Harvest was
over a week behind normal in Kansas and Nebraska and over two weeks behind in Colorado,
New Mexico, and Oklahoma.
Other Crops: Sixty-four percent of the nation's peanut acreage had been harvested, 12
points behind last year and 14 points behind normal. Florida and Georgia producers
continued to trail over a week behind normal, while Alabama producers remained three weeks
behind. Only in Texas and the Carolinas was progress ahead of the normal pace.

Sugarbeet growers had harvested 87 percent of their acreage, compared with 88 percent last
year and 89 percent for the 5-year average. Harvest was nearly complete in the Red River
Valley but was 17 points behind normal in Michigan, despite advancing 23 points during the
week.
The sunflower harvest advanced to 67 percent complete, 1 point ahead of last year and 5
points ahead of normal. Harvest progressed rapidly in the northern Great Plains,
advancing 29 points in North Dakota and 25 points in South Dakota. However, South Dakota
growers were nearly a week behind their normal pace, while Kansas producers were nearly
two weeks behind.

Polk County Weather
Tonight: clear. Low 15 to 20. Southwest wind near 5 mph.
Friday: mostly sunny in the morning then becoming partly sunny. High in the
upper 40s. Southeast wind 5 to 15 mph.
Friday Night: partly cloudy in the evening, then mostly cloudy with a 20
percent chance of light rain and light snow after midnight. Not as cold.
Low in the lower 30s. South wind 10 to 15 mph.
Saturday: mostly cloudy in the morning then becoming partly sunny. High in
the lower 50s. South wind 10 to 15 mph with higher gusts.
Saturday Night: partly cloudy. Low in the mid 30s. South wind around 5 mph.
Sunday And Sunday Night: partly cloudy. High in the mid 50s. Low around 40.
Monday: mostly cloudy with a 30 percent chance of light rain. High in the
lower 50s.
Monday Night Through Thursday: partly cloudy. Low in the lower 40s. High in
the lower 60s.
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Nussle backs 10% mandate for ethanol
Jim Nussle is a veteran Republican U.S. congressman who gave up his seat to
run for governor this year. As such, he came into the race as a favorite
who was well-known, particularly in his home area of Northeast Iowa, where
he has served in Congress for 16 years. But, he knows another veteran
Republican congressman had lost in a similar situation in 1998, when Jim
Ross Lightfoot fell to Democrat Tom Vilsack. Also, there is no secret many
pollsters predict 2006 will be a big Democratic year.
So, Nussle is campaigning hard in his race against Democrat Chet Culver
this year. He is talking about renewable fuels and agriculture on the
campaign trail. “This is an exciting time for agriculture in Iowa, and the
reason is the resurgence of value-added agriculture, particularly from a
renewable-fuels standpoint,” Nussle says.
Like his opponent, Nussle campaigns on the theme of making Iowa a renewable
fuels capital of the world. Early in the campaign, he even parted ways
with many Republican legislative leaders in the state when he endorsed a
mandate for all fuel sold in the state to contain at least 10 percent
ethanol. That idea did not pass in the Legislature, but Nussle says it is
still a good idea.
His overall energy proposal, which calls for getting 20 percent of Iowa’s
energy from renewable resources by 2020, is still ambitious. He says it
won’t happen without dramatically increasing the use of E85 and biodiesel,
as well as wind and biomass energy sources. Nussle also differs from his
opponent in another important ag area. He does not favor local control over
the siting of livestock facilities, saying such control would have a
“chilling effect” on the livestock industry. He adds expansion of the
ethanol industry will require a strong livestock industry that can use the
feed by-products of the ethanol production process. “You cannot have one
without the other,” he says.

Culver sees need to focus on E85 access
Chet Culver is the son of a famous U.S. senator from Iowa. But, he’s also a
former schoolteacher and has spent the past eight years as Iowa’s secretary
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of state. Now, he is running as the Democratic candidate for governor
against Republican Congressman Jim Nussle. Also, like his opponent, he
sees this as a very good time for farmers in Iowa.
“This is a very exciting time,” he says, citing the potential for ethanol
and other biofuels in the state, but adding, “We have to be very smart
about our growth.” That means continuing to promote the ethanol and
biodiesel industries, Culver says. It also means promoting other
alternative forms of energy. Like his opponent, he proposes an aggressive
energy plan. His proposal is to put $100 million over four years into an
Iowa Power Fund that would fund items, such as incentives to purchase flexfuel vehicles and for the installation of E85 pumps throughout the state.
“Minnesota has about 215 E85 pumps,” he says. “Last time I looked, we had
something like 35. We need to increase our number.”
Culver says the state needs to become a “Silicon Valley of the Midwest” for
biofuels and that will mean state funding for research and incentives for
usage. Like his opponent, he also understands the question of local control
over livestock facilities may well become a political issue in the coming
years. While he says local ownership and control is preferable, the state
doesn’t want to hurt owners or rule out investments from out of state. One
area where Culver and Nussle disagree is over local control over the siting
of livestock facilities, although the disagreement appears to be one of
degree. While Nussle says he opposes local control and Culver says flat
out he supports local control, both note there should be local input.
Culver says he would try to find common ground between supporters and
opponents of local control. The Democratic candidate also stresses his
running mate, lieutenant governor candidate Patty Judge, will have a voice
in his administration if he is elected. Judge has served for the past eight
years as Iowa secretary of agriculture. When the discussion turns to
education, Culver says his background as a teacher and coach will help.
“I’ve been there. I know what it’s like,” he says. He proposes extending
early childhood education and making college more affordable. On taxes, he
proposes raising the state cigarette tax but does not suggest any other tax
increases.

Borlaug biography tops lists of must-read books
DES MOINES -- After Leon Hesser wrote his first book, he got together with
his old friend, the eminent researcher and humanitarian Norman Borlaug.
“He asked what I was going to do next,” Hesser says. “I told him, ‘I’m
going to write a book about Norman Borlaug.’ That’s just what he did.
Hesser, a one-time Indiana farmer who earned his Ph.D. and became a State
Department specialist dealing with food issues, has known Iowa native
Borlaug for 40 years. “I first met him when I went to Pakistan in 1966,”
Hesser says. “His high-yielding wheat doubled Pakistan’s wheat production
in four years.” But, Hesser’s book about Borlaug, “The Man Who Fed the
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World,” is not a dry, scientific journal meant for dusty college bookcases.
It is an authorized biography of Borlaug.
Hesser says the subject of his book spent many hours being interviewed and
reading drafts. He told about his childhood and about his work with the
Rockefeller Foundation in Mexico. The interesting thing about Borlaug,
Hesser says, is “he has no ego at all.”
At the same time, Borlaug was never afraid to talk to powerful people in a
forceful way. After he won the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize, he got his foot in
the door to the offices of powerful policy-makers. “He wasn’t afraid to
pound on desks,” Hesser says with a smile as he signed copies of the book
at the World Food Prize Symposium, an event Borlaug started 20 years ago
and still attends. Hesser says, perhaps a good book, particularly one
about a noted scientist and humanitarian, is the perfect gift to give
someone in a season that is supposed to be about selflessness and helping
others.
The World Food Prize Foundation plans to donate copies of Hesser’s book to
high schools across Iowa.

Corn, bean test maps, methods more uniform
After years with the same regions, Iowa State University Crop Test’s
district lines got blurred this year. The overall effect is now the six
districts are the same for corn and soybeans. The new districts are
Northwest, Central West, Southwest, Northeast, Central East and Southeast.
In the past, there were seven corn districts and three soybean districts.
The districts are divided with lines for south, central and north. However,
there are not any lines from east to west.
The color of the stars shows which test site is in the east or west. Sites
in Central Iowa will show two stars because they have a both an east and
west test at that location. Overall, it means there are four locations in
each district for each test, explains Jim Rouse, who manages the test.
Beyond that, he says with the previous corn districts it was hard to
understand why the lines were drawn where they were. Also, corn hybrids now
are marketed by soil types. “I don’t think there will be any problem with
the new districts,” Rouse says. To help avoid any confusion with the old
districts, he did not number the districts. Rouse says part of the
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blurring of the lines is to allow farmers to look at multi-district
averages.
Beyond the district changes, he says there are changes to the corn and
soybean tests. The first change to the corn test was getting rid of the
short and tall test. Rouse says the short and tall tests were started when
they planted two rows of corn of each hybrid. The shading effect from
taller corn plants could affect shorter hybrids. However, they plant four
rows of corn and run the test on the middle two rows. Therefore, the
shading affect has no effect on test results. Another reason to get rid of
the short test is because they had very little participation — 10-15
entries, he says. The third reason for getting rid of short and tall tests
is the differences in hybrids. “There is not an objective way to determine
a short hybrid,” he says. While very tall or very short hybrids are
obvious, Rouse says most hybrids are between the two extremes. This year,
they split maturities between early and full for the regions, south to
north.
He says this could affect the results because fields are harvested when the
full-season hybrids have moisture in the low-20 percent range. However,
the early-season hybrids would have lower moisture content and, therefore,
the test weight or yields would appear to be less when the difference was
really the moisture content.

Weather, bugs trim bean yields
CAMBRIDGE -- The sun is shining and combine is rolling today on Kenneth
Larkin’s Central Iowa farm. “We’re just about done with the beans and
we’ve done a little bit of the corn,” Larkin says as he drives up to the
grain bin. “The corn is testing 13.7 right out of the field.” That 13.7
moisture level is actually a bit lower than Larkin would like to see but
he’s not complaining. It means he won’t have to buy as much fuel to dry it.
So far this year, soybean yields for Larkin have averaged about 45
bu./acre, although the yield monitor is reading 61 in this field. “I think
the dry weather and the bugs had a little more impact on the beans than we
thought,” Larkin explains.
Meanwhile, he says early corn yield figures are about 170 bu./acre,
although some of the corn-on-beans fields likely will reach 200. He hopes
the continuous corn will average 150 to 170 bu./acre. Those numbers are
lower than last year, but considering the weather here from mid-May to midJuly was very dry, Larkin is satisfied. “I think the corn is going to be
fairly respectable,” he says.
Schwarzenegger Easily Wins Re-election
California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger claimed a second term Tuesday with a
decisive victory over Democrat Phil Angelides, capping a yearlong comeback
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in which he admitted mistakes, boomeranged back to the political center and
spotlighted his celebrity to win appeal across the voter spectrum.
In a year when Republicans struggled nationwide, Schwarzenegger avoided the
same fate by positioning himself as an "Arnold Republican" — a bipartisan
dealmaker with strained ties to the Bush White House. The actor-governor
was also blessed with a lusterless opponent who failed to energize his own
party, even in a state known as a Democratic stronghold.
The call for Schwarzenegger was based on a number of factors, including
voter turnout, previous voting patterns and a statistical analysis of the
vote from voter interviews conducted for The Associated Press by Edison
Media Research and Mitofsky International.
Schwarzenegger's victory was a demoralizing blow to state Democrats who
hoped to oust the nation's best-known governor. But recent polls showed
Schwarzengger with renewed popularity across party and geographic lines,
including in traditionally Democratic coastal areas.

World Food Prize celebrates 20 years
DES MOINES -- There’s a certain symmetry to this year’s World Food Prize
(WFP) celebration. This is the 20th year the prize will be awarded.
Because of this, many past WFP laureates will attend as will Norman
Borlaug, the Nobel Peace Prize winner who started the World Food Prize
program. What’s more, this year’s prize laureates helped bring Borlaug’s
Green Revolution to the Cerrado region of South America. Much of the
discussion at this year’s event will be about the hope of spreading that
revolution to Africa. Finally, as the event grows, part of the emphasis
continues to be the fact Iowa is where Borlaug started and now it is where
the effort to fight world hunger should be centered.
“You know, in some ways Iowa was once like the Cerrado,” explains Kenneth
Quinn, the former U.S. ambassador to Cambodia and WFP Foundation president.
“People didn’t think you could grow crops on the prairie. After all, it
didn’t even grow trees. “It wasn’t until a man named John Deere developed
a plow to break the prairie that Iowa became the breadbasket that we
recognize.”
A century later, Iowa native Henry Wallace urged and inspired others to
work to help those in other nations to feed themselves. That paved a path
for people, such as Borlaug, who bred new crops that helped feed starving
people in India, China and South America. Now, at the same time fewer
Iowans have a connection with agriculture, it is a good time to build on
those legacies and develop new generations of Iowa leaders in the fight
against world hunger, Quinn says. The result is a long list of events
connected with the Oct. 19 World Food Prize presentation. This year, three
men will share the World Food Prize: Edson Lobato of Brazil, Alysson
Paolinelli of Brazil and A. Colin McClung of the United States. All three
were involved in the decades-long effort to bring agriculture to the large
Cerrado region of Brazil.
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Oprah Winfrey Makes Diet Books a Hit
NEW YORK -- The Oprah book club has been quiet for months, but the Winfrey
touch remains golden.
Just ask the publishers of diet doctors Michael F. Roizen and Mehmet C. Oz.
Since an appearance last Thursday on Winfrey's television talk show, books
by Roizen and Oz have occupied the top three spots on the best seller list
of Amazon.com, with customers buying both the book alone and the book and
DVD of their new work, "YOU: On a Diet," and the hardcover edition of a
previous text, "YOU: The Owner's Manual," a million seller in 2005 thanks
in part to Winfrey.
"Oprah obviously has a passion for their work. It's very exciting," said
Martha Levin, publisher of the Free Press, an imprint of Simon & Schuster
that has increased the print run of "YOU: On a Diet," from 650,000 to
950,000.
Roizen and Oz specialize in easy-to-understand guides to healthy living,
written with hip, simple language. The authors regard the human body as a
house — the heart is the water main, the digestive system part of the
plumbing and the bones the foundation.
Winfrey's support for Roizen and Oz is separate from her book club picks,
which virtually guarantees hundreds of thousands of sales. Her last
official selection was 10 months ago, when she chose Elie Wiesel's "Night,"
her longest hiatus since she suspended the club for a year in 2002-2003.
"It has been a long time," Levin told the AP on Sunday, "and publishers
have been thinking about her club with nostalgia."
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2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version A – Secretary’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To amend a motion.
Purchase centerpieces for the FFA Banquet.

Ability:
Business:

To rise to the point of order.
Sell calendars for a fundraiser.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version A – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To amend a motion.
Purchase centerpieces for the FFA Banquet.

Ability:
Business:

To rise to the point of order.
Sell calendars for a fundraiser.

1.

On the FFA Emblem, what does the plow signify?
(Page 8, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“The plow signifies labor and tillage of the soil, the backbone of agriculture and the historic
foundation of our country’s strength.”

2.

Which comes first on a meeting agenda, unfinished business or new
business?
(Page 24-25, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
Unfinished business comes before new business in a meeting.

3.

Which officer serves as the chairperson of the Earnings and Savings
Committee?
(Page 17, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
The Treasurer

4.

Name four of the seven responsibilities of Chapter Officers.
(Page 16, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“1. A genuine desire to be part of a leadership team. 2. A willingness to accept responsibility. 3.
A sincere desire to work with all chapter members in meeting their leadership, personal and
chapter goals. 4. A commitment to lead by example. 5. A knowledge and understanding of the
chapter, state, and national FFA constitutions, bylaws and programs. 6. A working knowledge of
parliamentary procedure. 7. An ability to memorize official ceremonies.”

5.

What does two taps of the gavel signal?
(Page 25, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“Two taps of the gavel call the meeting to order.”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version B – Secretary’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To refer to a committee.
Hold a fundraiser for the local nursing home.

Ability:
Business:

To table a motion.
Landscape the elementary school.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Version B – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To refer to a committee.
Hold a fundraiser for the local nursing home.

Ability:
Business:

To table a motion.
Landscape the elementary school.

1.

On the FFA Emblem, what does the plow signify?
(Page 8, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“The plow signifies labor and tillage of the soil, the backbone of agriculture and the historic
foundation of our country’s strength.”

2.

Define Program of Activities?
(Page 7, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“A Program of Activities (POA) serves as a road map for planning activities and accomplishing
goals on the local level.”

3.

Which officer serves as the chairperson of the Public Relations
Committee?
(Page 17, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
The Reporter

4.

Name four of the seven responsibilities of Chapter Officers.
(Page 16, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“1. A genuine desire to be part of a leadership team. 2. A willingness to accept responsibility. 3.
A sincere desire to work with all chapter members in meeting their leadership, personal and
chapter goals. 4. A commitment to lead by example. 5. A knowledge and understanding of the
chapter, state, and national FFA constitutions, bylaws and programs. 6. A working knowledge of
parliamentary procedure. 7. An ability to memorize official ceremonies.”

5.

What does three taps of the gavel signify?
(Page 25, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“Three taps of the gavel is the signal for all members to stand in unison on the third tap.”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Creed Speaking CDE Questions
Version A
1. In the fourth paragraph, you stated “in being happy myself and
playing square with those whose happiness depends upon me”.
What does that statement mean to you?

2. At what conventions was the Creed adopted and revised?
“…and adopted at the 3rd National Convention of the FFA. It was revised at the 38th Convention and the
63rd Convention.”

3. What did you mean when you said “I believe in leadership from
ourselves and respect from others”?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Creed Speaking CDE Questions
Version B
1. What are the “joys and discomforts of agricultural life” that have
affected you in the past?

2. At what conventions was the Creed adopted and revised?
“…and adopted at the 3rd National Convention of the FFA. It was revised at the 38th Convention and the
63rd Convention.”

3. What are the “best traditions of our national life”?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Extemporaneous Speaking CDE Topics
Version A
2006-07 General Themes: a.) Agriscience and Technology; b.) Agrimarketing and
International Agricultural Relations; and c.) Food and Fiber Systems.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

How can biotechnology help American Agriculture?

How does urban sprawl affect agriculture?

Is America’s food system a target for terrorism?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Extemporaneous Speaking CDE Topics
Version B
2006-07 General Themes: a.) Agriscience and Technology; b.) Agrimarketing and
International Agricultural Relations; and c.) Food and Fiber Systems.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

How does the importation of potentially infected livestock affect the United States markets?

What role will cloning play in livestock and crop production?

How can we establish and maintain a safe and abundant global food supply?

COMPANY OR
EMPLOYER NAME:

POSITION APPLIED FOR:
APPLICANT TELEPHONE:

Employment Application

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:

YOUR NAME:

Last

First

ADDRESS:

Middle
ARE YOU LEGALLY ELIGIBLE FOR EMPLOYMENT IN THE U.S.A.?

Yes

No

(If yes, verification will be required.)

Yes

I AM SEEKING A PERMANENT POSITION:

No

IF NECESSARY FOR THE JOB I AM ABLE TO:

Are you able to perform the essential functions
of the position with or without accommodations?

Yes

No

Work (which shifts)?

Select:

Work overtime?

Select:
Select:

Provide a valid Alaska Drivers License?

IF NECESSARY FOR THE JOB, ARE YOU OVER (Please mark one)

14__

15__

16__

18__

19__

21__

I WILL BE ABLE TO REPORT TO WORK ____ DAYS AFTER BEING NOTIFIED THAT I AM HIRED.
EDUCATION:

Yrs. Completed

Field of Study

Graduate or Degree

High School
College/University
Business/Technical
Other

(May include grammar school)

MILITARY SERVICE:

Yes

No

Duty/Specialized Training:

REFERENCES: List two personal references who are not relatives or former supervisors.
Name

Address

Telephone

Occupation

Years known

Name

Address

Telephone

Occupation

Years known

EMPLOYMENT:

List last employment first. Include summer or temporary jobs. Be sure all your experience or employers related
to this job are listed here, in the summary (following this section), or use an extra sheet of paper if necessary.

Employer Name and Address

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Employer Name and Address

Telephone:

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Telephone:

Developed at employer request by the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Employment Security Division

genapp (r03/00)

EMPLOYMENT CONTINUED…
Employer Name and Address

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Employer Name and Address

Telephone:

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Telephone:

Summarize other
employment related to this job:

Types of computers, other electronic or mechanical
equipment that you are qualified to operate or repair:
Typing speed:

per minute.

Professional Licenses, Certifications or Registrations:

Additional skills including supervision skills, other languages, or information
regarding the career/occupation you wish to bring to the employer's attention:

In case of accident or illness please contact:

Daytime phone:

Name:

Relationship:

Address:

Information to the applicant: As part of our procedure for processing your employment application, your personal and employment
references may be checked. If you have misrepresented or omitted any facts on this application, and are subsequently hired, you
may be discharged from your job. You may make a written request for information derived from the checking of your references.
If necessary for employment, you may be required to: supply your birth certificate or other proof of authorization to work in the US,
have a physical examination and/or a drug test, or to sign a conflict of interest agreement and abide by its terms.
I understand and agree to the information shown above:

Signature:

Date:

Equal Employment Opportunity: While many employers are required by federal law to have an Affirmative Action Program, all
employers are required to provide equal employment opportunity and may ask your national origin, race and sex for planning and
reporting purposes only. This information is optional and failure to provide it will have no affect on your application for employment.
Employer Section:

Developed at employer request by the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Employment Security Division

genapp (r08/02)

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Parliamentary Procedure CDE
Abilities/Questions
Version A – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To Amend a Motion.
Purchase a new American Flag for the classroom.

Ability:
Business:

To Appeal from the Decision of the Chair.
Start an FFA Alumni Chapter.

Ability:
Business:

To Rise to the Point of Order.
Visit Legislators in Des Moines.

Ability:
Business:

To Refer to a Committee.
Tour the new Ethanol Plant.

Ability:
Business:

To Take from the Table.
Send 10 members to State Convention.

1.

Why is an Appeal from the Decision of the Chair used?
(Page 53, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“An Appeal from the Decision of the Chair is an incidental motion that is intended to safeguard majority rule by preventing
the Chair from improperly controlling the action of the body.”

2.

As presiding officer, what would you do if there are already two amendments on the
floor when a properly recognized member offers a third amendment to the original
motion?
(Page 46, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“A motion may not have more than two amendments on the floor at the same time.” The member who submitted the third
amendment should be called out of order.

3.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a motion received no second?
(Page 16, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“If no one seconds the motion, the Chair states: ‘Motion dies for lack of a second,’ raps the gavel once, and moves on to the
next item of business..”

4.

Name three of the five classes of motions?
(Page 12, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
Main, Privileged, Subsidiary, Incidental, and Unclassified

5.

What is the primary purpose of referring an item of business to a committee?
(Page 43, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“…to secure more detailed information on a matter that is before the assembly, before taking action on it.”

2007 Iowa FFA Association
District Parliamentary Procedure CDE
Abilities/Questions
Version B – Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To Amend a Motion.
Purchase a new American Flag for the classroom.

Ability:
Business:

To Appeal from the Decision of the Chair.
Start an FFA Alumni Chapter.

Ability:
Business:

To Rise to the Point of Order.
Visit Legislators in Des Moines.

Ability:
Business:

To Refer to a Committee.
Tour the new Ethanol Plant.

Ability:
Business:

To Take from the Table.
Send 10 members to State Convention.

1.

Why is an Appeal from the Decision of the Chair used?
(Page 53, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“An Appeal from the Decision of the Chair is an incidental motion that is intended to safeguard majority rule by preventing
the Chair from improperly controlling the action of the body.”

2.

As presiding officer, what would you do if there are already two amendments on the
floor when a properly recognized member offers a third amendment to the original
motion?
(Page 46, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“A motion may not have more than two amendments on the floor at the same time.” The member who submitted the third
amendment should be called out of order.

3.

As presiding officer, what would you do if a motion received no second?
(Page 16, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“If no one seconds the motion, the Chair states: ‘Motion dies for lack of a second,’ raps the gavel once, and moves on to the
next item of business..”

4.

Name three of the five classes of motions?
(Page 12, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
Main, Privileged, Subsidiary, Incidental, and Unclassified

5.

What is the primary purpose of referring an item of business to a committee?
(Page 43, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“…to secure more detailed information on a matter that is before the assembly, before taking action on it.”

Radio Broadcasting CDE
District Level – Iowa FFA Association
2006-07
Farmland near ethanol plants could see jump in assessed value under
productivity formula
Farming close to an ethanol plant might come in handy when marketing corn,
but it could take a tax bite out of the wallet come mid-April.
Roger McEowen, associate professor of law at Iowa State University, says
2007 is a property assessment year for Iowa. County assessors have begun
collecting information to determine the earning capacity and productivity
of farms, he says.
Higher grain costs will be factored into that assessment, McEowen notes
“Since 2007 is an assessment year and we’ve had higher prices over the past
six months, this will be the first time we see a bump,” he says. “Since
the assessment is based on productivity, if you live close to an ethanol
plant, that could be a factor in how your farm is assessed.”
McEowen says farmers pay about 16 percent of all property tax paid in Iowa.
Ag land is assessed at 100 percent of its earning capacity and
productivity, he explains.
“For instance, if your crop suitability rating (CSR) goes up, your assessed
value goes up. “If prices are up — and they are — the assessor is going to
take that into account. I would expect the higher grain prices are going to
have an impact on this year’s assessment.”
Farmers who put up new buildings or add other improvements could also see
their assessments go up. For example, he says hog producers who put up a
new finishing building could see a bump in their assessment. Iowa statute
requires property owners to be notified by April 15 regarding property
assessments.
If property owners are unhappy with the assessment, they may notify the
county board of review that they plan to appeal the assessment. Those
appeals must be placed by May 5, with most decisions completed by May 31.
McEowen says extensions may be granted to as late as July 15.
Farmers have other avenues in which to reduce their taxes, he says. Two are
the Iowa Ag Land Credit, which has existed since 1939, and the Iowa Family
Farm Credit, which was established in 1990.
According to the Iowa Department of Revenue’s Web site, the Ag Land Credit
was established to help offset higher farm taxes. The credit is available
to all owners of farmland of 10 acres or more if the use is for
agricultural or horticultural purposes.

Dairy Day at the Capitol brings producers to lawmakers
There were over 200 accidents on the Minneapolis and St. Paul highway
system on Feb. 6, but that didn't stop dairy producers from taking part in
Dairy Day at the Capitol.
Minnesota Milk Producers Association and Minnesota Association of
Cooperatives facilitated Dairy Days, with testimony given by the Minnesota
Department of Agriculture.
Over 70 dairy and industry members traveled to the Minnesota Capitol to
talk about key initiatives to legislators.
Dairy Day is held early in the legislative session, so that the state's
dairy farmers leave an impression with the elected officials - some of whom
are newly elected and represent suburban areas.
The day is held because dairy producers are well respected and trusted for
their hard work and production of a very valuable commodity, said Bob
Lefebvre, Minnesota Milk Producers Association executive director.
“One in five jobs in Minnesota are related to agriculture. It's a huge
economic engine,” he said. “It really means a better way of life for all
Minnesotans, if we do have dairy producers in rural Minnesota.”
“It's very important that we get dairy producers to the Capitol, so they
can share the message directly with legislators and state leaders. Dairy
farmers are the ones that are going to turn around the dairy industry in
Minnesota. State legislators need to hear from dairy producers.”
Dairy producers drove into St. Paul from Mahnomen and northern Minnesota,
as well as southwestern, southeastern and central Minnesota.
The day started with producers sitting in on a hearing of the Agriculture,
Rural Economics and Veterans Affairs Finance Division committee in the
House beginning at 10 that morning.
They provided testimony on the Dairy Investment Tax Credit, which was
introduced in the House by Rep. Al Juhnke (D-Willmar) as HF-9.
Four producers talked about what this credit would mean to their
operations, their communities and to Minnesota.
“This is not just a private benefit, but it also has benefits for the State
of Minnesota,” said Lefebvre.
Following the hearing, the Dairy Investment Tax Credit bill was passed and
moved on to the House Tax Committee for hearing.
Then Gov. Tim Pawlenty met with producers from 1:30-2 p.m., indicating his
support for issues affecting dairy producers.

Iowa retains lead as top corn, bean producer
In 2006, U.S. farmers produced a record soybean crop and the third-largest
corn crop.
While those rankings were different than Iowa records, the state’s farmers
continue to led the nation in total corn and soybean production.
In this past week’s annual Crop Report, the USDA reported U.S. farmers grew
10.534 billion bushels of corn with an average yield of 149.1 bu./acre.
Production was down 5 percent from 11.114 billion bu. in
corn crop was 11.807 billion bu. in 2004. The amount of
70.6 million acres — in 2006 was a key difference. This
acreage was down 6 percent from the 75.117 million acres

2005. The record
acres harvested —
past year’s
harvested in 2005.

The national yield was 1.1 bu./acre higher than 2005 and is the second
largest on record behind 160.4 bu. in 2004.
Iowa farmers led the nation with 2.050 billion bu. of corn with a statewide
yield average of 166 bu.
In 2005, Iowa farmers grew 2.162 billion bu., averaging 173 bu. /acre.
In 2004, they grew 2.244 billion bu. and averaged 181 bu.
In 2006, Illinois was second in the nation in corn production at 1.817
billion bu., averaging 163 bu./acre, which is 20 bu. higher than in 2005.
Missouri corn production also recovered some from the 2005 drought.
Missouri farmers grew 362 million bu. of corn, averaging 138 bu. /acre. In
2005, they grew 329 million bu of corn, averaging 111 bu. /acre.
Iowa also retained its title as the top soybean producing state by growing
a 510-million bu. crop, averaging 50.5 bu. /acre.
In 2005, Iowa farmers grew 525 million bu. of soybeans, which averaged 52.5
bu. /acre.
Illinois was the second-largest soybean producer.
The state’s farmers raised 482 million bu. with an average yield of 48
bu./acre. In 2005, they grew 439 million bu., averaging 46.5 bu./acre.
Overall, U.S. farmers grew a record 3.19 billion bu. of soybeans, averaging
42.7 bu./acre. That compares to a 3.063-billion bu. soybean crop which
averaged 43 bu. /acre in 2005.

Cattle seeing seasonal highs
Fed cattle topped $90 per hundredweight this past week in several markets,
and a Texas economist believes prices can go even higher.
David Anderson, Extension livestock marketing economist at Texas A&M
University, says some of that price strength may be seasonal.
“You tend to see prices go higher in the first quarter of the year, and
certainly we are seeing that right now,” he says.
“We still have quite a few head to work through this market, and we should
have higher beef production than we did a year ago. But still, I think we
could see additional seasonal movement and prices go higher.”
He says slaughter weights are down as Mother Nature has wreaked havoc with
rates of gain.
“The weather has been bad, and that has pushed weights down quite a bit.
You have to figure higher feed costs in there as well, but I think a lot of
it is the weather,” Anderson says.
Feedlots continue to market large numbers of cattle as the industry works
its way through large 2006 placements. Once those numbers have been
whittled down, Anderson says supplies could become tight, further providing
some price strength.
“We’re starting to get through those large numbers from last year’s
placements, and because of feed costs, we are seeing calves stay on pasture
longer if pasture is available. The potential is really there to keep fed
cattle prices at 2006 levels for this year.”
He expects fed cattle prices to average in the upper-$80s in the second
quarter.
Winter moisture could provide a boost to cow-calf producers thinking about
some expansion, Anderson says.
“Feeder cattle prices aren’t at the record levels we have seen, but they
are still pretty decent. Futures prices are very strong, so if a producer
has the pasture, he might think about expanding some.”
Feeder cattle prices have dropped enough to bring some black ink back to
the feedlots.
“I think there is going to be some opportunity to make some money in the
cattle feeding business. But, feed costs are going to be the big wild card.
“We’re still seeing corn prices bouncing around some, and that volatility
should continue.”

Expect fewer hogs due to high feed
Hog numbers most likely will decrease this year as the industry deals with
higher feed costs.
While live hog prices should be higher than a year ago, the prospect of $4
corn will push up production costs, says Chris Hurt, Extension livestock
marketing economist at Purdue University in West Lafayette, Ind.
“I think we’re going to see an average of around $48 per hundredweight on a
live-weight basis for hogs in 2007, but the costs of production will be
somewhat higher,” he says.
“We’ll see the biggest losses earlier in the year and later in the year
with some small profits possible in the summer.
“It’s not because hog prices are going to be low. It’s because feed costs
are going to be high.”
Because of that, Hurt believes the size of the breeding herd will decrease
some this year. “It’s not going to be because of financial bankruptcy or
anything like that, but through discouragement,” he says.
“I think we will see some intense culling of sows, and we do see some
producers totally getting out of hogs this year.
“If we do get this breeding herd reduced some, I think we will have some
better pricing opportunities in late 2008 and especially in 2009.
“The next two years will be transition years to much higher feed costs.
“And, you need to make sure you can survive it,” he says.
Hurt says there are opportunities available in the futures market to lock
in a small profit this summer.
“By breaking even, we mean being able to cover all of your costs,” he says.
“We have seen an increase in some of these summer futures prices, so the
opportunity is there, and I would certainly encourage people to take
advantage of it.”
Feedlot numbers continue to fall as more cattle have been marketed, Hurt
says.
He adds there are fewer lightweight cattle in the feedlots as well.
The nation’s beef cow inventory is also down by 100,000 head from a year
ago, and Hurt believes that should help support stronger prices.

Local Weather

Tuesday: partly sunny. High in the lower 30s. West wind near 5 mph shifting
to the southeast in the afternoon.
Tuesday Night: partly cloudy in the evening, then mostly cloudy with a 40
percent chance of rain and freezing rain after midnight. Low in the mid
20s. Temperature steady or slowly rising after midnight. East wind 5 to 15
mph.
Wednesday: cloudy. A chance of rain and freezing rain in the morning, then
a chance of rain showers in the afternoon. High in the mid 30s. East wind
10 to 20 mph. Chance of precipitation 50 percent.
Wednesday Night: cloudy. Low around 30. Northeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Thursday: snow and rain likely in the morning, then snow in the afternoon.
Breezy. High in the mid 30s. Chance of precipitation 80 percent.
Thursday Night: cloudy with a 50 percent chance of snow. Breezy. Low in the
mid 20s.
Friday: cloudy with a 30 percent chance of snow. Breezy. High around 30.
Friday Night: mostly cloudy. Low in the lower 20s.
Saturday And Saturday Night: partly cloudy. High in the upper 20s. Low 15
to 20.
Sunday Through Monday: mostly clear. High in the lower 30s. Low 15 to 20.

CORN Futures - 05:55 - Tuesday, 27 February
(Click on Contract for Chart) - All times CST
Prev.
Contract
Last
Change
Open
High
Low
Stl.
Mar 2007 (CH7) 425-4s
-4-6
436-0
437-0
425-0
430-2
May 2007 (CK7) 438-4s
-4-0
449-0
449-0
438-0
442-4
Jul 2007 (CN7) 447-2s
-4-6
458-4
458-4
447-0
452-0
Sep 2007 (CU7) 431-2s
-4-2
439-4
441-0
431-0
435-4
Dec 2007 (CZ7) 418-0s
-2-6
426-0
426-6
417-4
420-6
Mar 2008 (CH8) 425-4s
-1-2
432-0
432-6
425-0
426-6
May 2008 (CK8) 428-0s
-1-4
433-0
435-0
428-0
429-4
Jul 2008 (CN8) 429-4s
-1-0
434-4
437-0
429-0
430-4
Sep 2008 (CU8) 403-0s
0-0
402-4
404-0
402-0
403-0
Dec 2008 (CZ8) 391-6s
-1-2
396-4
396-4
391-4
393-0
Jul 2009 (CN9) 399-0s
-1-2
406-0
406-0
399-0
400-2
Dec 2009 (CZ9) 380-0s
0-0
380-4
381-0
379-4
380-0
Jul 2010 (CN0) 386-0s
0-0
386-0
386-0
386-0
386-0
Dec 2010 (CZ0) 372-2s
+4-2
372-2
372-2
372-2
368-0

Time
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007

SOYBEANS Futures - 05:55 - Tuesday, 27 February
(Click on Contract for Chart) - All times CST
Prev.
Contract
Last
Change
Open
High
Low
Stl.
Mar 2007 (SH7) 778-6s
+0-4
788-4
790-0
778-0
778-2
May 2007 (SK7) 794-4s
+0-4
804-4
806-0
793-4
794-0
Jul 2007 (SN7) 809-2s
+0-2
820-0
820-4
808-4
809-0
Aug 2007 (SQ7) 814-0s
+1-0
822-0
824-0
814-0
813-0
Sep 2007 (SU7) 821-4s
+3-0
828-0
828-4
821-0
818-4
Nov 2007 (SX7) 832-0s
+1-2
843-0
843-0
831-0
830-6
Jan 2008 (SF8) 837-0s
+2-4
843-0
845-4
837-0
834-4
Mar 2008 (SH8) 839-0s
+2-0
845-0
845-4
838-0
837-0
May 2008 (SK8) 834-0s
0-0
839-0
840-0
834-0
834-0
Jul 2008 (SN8) 837-0s
+2-0
843-0
846-0
837-0
835-0
Nov 2008 (SX8) 817-0s
0-0
823-0
824-0
817-0
817-0
Nov 2009 (SX9) 767-0s
+4-4
765-0
767-0
765-0
762-4

LIVE CATTLE Futures - 05:56 - Tuesday, 27 February
(Click on Contract for Chart) - All times CST
Prev.
Contract
Last
Change
Open
High
Low
Stl.
Feb 2007 (LCG7) 94.975s
+0.800
93.900
95.125
93.800
94.175
Apr 2007 (LCJ7) 97.300s
+1.125
96.200
98.100
96.200
96.175
Jun 2007 (LCM7) 95.850s
+1.700
94.300
96.000
94.300
94.150
Aug 2007 (LCQ7) 92.600s
+1.425
91.350
93.050
91.300
91.175
Oct 2007 (LCV7) 95.925s
+1.250
94.900
96.150
94.850
94.675
Dec 2007 (LCZ7) 95.925s
+1.375
94.800
96.100
94.800
94.550
Feb 2008 (LCG8) 96.875s
+1.400
95.800
97.000
95.200
95.475
Apr 2008 (LCJ8) 96.000s
+1.050
95.100
96.000
95.100
94.950
Jun 2008 (LCM8) 92.900s
+1.450
91.850
92.900
91.850
91.450

LEAN HOGS Futures - 05:56 - Tuesday, 27 February
(Click on Contract for Chart) - All times CST
Prev.
Contract
Last
Change
Open
High
Low
Stl.
Apr 2007 (LHJ7) 66.875s
+0.125
66.500
67.400
66.450
66.750
May 2007 (LHK7) 77.175s
+0.500
76.575
77.250
76.300
76.675
Jun 2007 (LHM7) 77.100s
+0.700
76.050
77.225
76.000
76.400
Jul 2007 (LHN7) 77.100s
+0.625
76.150
77.250
76.150
76.475
Aug 2007 (LHQ7) 76.700s
+0.425
76.150
77.075
76.150
76.275
Oct 2007 (LHV7) 70.150s
+0.550
69.600
70.300
69.600
69.600
Dec 2007 (LHZ7) 68.700s
+0.425
68.250
68.950
68.250
68.275
Feb 2008 (LHG8) 71.250s
+0.650
70.500
71.400
70.400
70.600
Apr 2008 (LHJ8) 72.950s
+0.450
72.500
73.075
72.500
72.500

Time
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007

Time
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007

Time
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007
02/26/2007

U.S. Cattle on Feed Down 3 Percent
Cattle and calves on feed for slaughter market in the United States for feedlots with
capacity of 1,000 or more head totaled 11.7 million head on February 1, 2007. The
inventory was 3 percent below February 1, 2006 but 3 percent above February 1, 2005.
Placements in feedlots during January totaled 1.69 million, 23 percent below 2006 and 10
percent below 2005. Net placements were 1.59 million. This is the second lowest
placements for the month of January since the series began in 1996. During January,
placements of cattle and calves weighing less than 600 pounds were 320,000, 600-699 pounds
were 390,000, 700-799 pounds were 545,000, and 800 pounds and greater were 435,000.
Marketings of fed cattle during January totaled 1.84 million, up 2 percent from 2006 and
up 4 percent from 2005.
Other disappearance totaled 97,000 during January, 17 percent above 2006 and 33 percent
above 2005.

U.S. Hog Inventory Up 1 Percent
U.S. inventory of all hogs and pigs on December 1, 2006 was 62.1 million head. This was
up 1 percent from December 1, 2005, but down 1 percent from September 1, 2006.
Breeding inventory, at 6.09 million head, was up 1 percent from last year and up slightly
from the previous quarter. Market hog inventory, at 56.1 million head, was up 1 percent
from last year, but down 1 percent from last quarter.
The September-November 2006 pig crop, at 26.6 million head, was up 1 percent from 2005 and
up 3 percent from 2004. Sows farrowing during this period totaled 2.91 million head, up
slightly from 2005 and up 1 percent from 2004. The sows farrowed during this quarter
represented 48 percent of the breeding herd. The average pigs saved per litter was 9.13
for the September-November 2006 period, compared to 9.03 last year. Pigs saved per litter
by size of operation ranged from 7.60 for operations with 1-99 hogs and pigs to 9.20 for
operations with more than 5,000 hogs and pigs.

Appeals court blocks Bahamas burial for Smith
WEST PALM BEACH, Florida (AP) -- A Florida appeals court issued a stay Monday in the
dispute over Anna Nicole Smith's body, ruling that her remains cannot be moved to the
Bahamas until the court hears a challenge from the starlet's estranged mother.
The Florida 4th District Court of Appeal agreed to hear Virgie Arthur's request to
overturn Broward County Judge Larry Seidlin's decision giving control of Smith's body to
the attorney for the centerfold's infant daughter.
That attorney decided she should be buried next to her son in the Bahamas.
Arthur has been seeking to bury her daughter in her native Texas.
The appeals court gave attorneys in the case until 2 p.m. Tuesday to respond to the
challenge.
Richard Milstein, the court-appointed attorney for Smith's 5-month-old daughter,
Dannielynn, announced over the weekend that Smith's funeral would not take place before
Tuesday.
Neither Milstein nor the public relations firm representing him returned calls seeking
comment Monday.

BUTTER HIGHLIGHTS:

The CME cash butter price has held steady at $1.2100 for over a week.
Cream volumes remain heavy to the churn. Churning activity is seasonally
strong and continues to surpass demand with inventories building. As
stocks continue to grow, end users don't see much reason to do major
stocking at this time. It is also getting to that time of year when the
discussion of "old crop" versus "new crop" butter becomes an issue for
trading at the CME. Butter manufactured before December 1 is termed "old
crop" and is only able to be traded on the exchange through the end of
February. This situation can cause butter of different ages to take on
different values. Retail demand for the upcoming holidays is slow in
developing. Some retail feature activity is being scheduled, although
overall Easter/Passover orders are not developing as strongly as
anticipated. Food service orders are seasonally steady and are typical for
this time of the year.
Cold Storage Report
Frozen food stocks in refrigerated warehouses on January 31, 2007 were
greater than year earlier levels for butter and cheese.
Butter stocks were up 43 percent from last month and up 24 percent from a
year ago.
Total red meat supplies in freezers were up 3 percent from last month, but
down 4 percent from the previous year. Frozen pork supplies were up 10
percent from last month, but down 8 percent from last year. Stocks of pork
bellies were up 11 percent from last month, but down 15 percent from last
year.
Total frozen poultry supplies on January 31, 2007 were up 3 percent from
the previous month, but down 16 percent from a year ago. Total stocks of
chicken were down 8 percent from the previous month and down 25 percent
from last year. Total pounds of turkey in freezers were up 39 percent from
last month and up 17 percent from January 31, 2007.

Thawing Rivers Allow More Barge Traffic
Barge traffic is increasing on Midwestern rivers thanks to warmer weather
in late February, Dow Jones Newswires reports. Some parts of the formerly
ice-bound Illinois River have thawed enough for traffic to resume, and
grain merchants said Friday that navigation conditions are improved on the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers as well.
Northern areas of the Illinois River are still limited with lock
restrictions in effect, but one grain merchandiser about 60 miles upstream
of the Illinois River's meeting with the Mississippi says barges are
finally moving through the locks again.
With ice no more than 1-2 inches thick on most parts of the Ohio River,
last week's three hour-long delays at locks are down to less than one hour,
and facility officials said on an industry bulletin board Wednesday that
the Mississippi River's Lock 27, just north of St. Louis, "is now clear of
ice and all mooring bits are no longer frozen."

USDA Delays Date for Canada Produce User Fee Collection
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service is delaying the effective date for the collection of user fees from
March 1, 2007, to June 1, 2007, for inspections of commercial trucks and
railroad cars entering the United States from Canada.
An interim rule published in 2006 announced that APHIS would remove the
inspection exemption for Canadian-grown fruits and vegetables and user fee
exemption for commercial vessels, trucks, railroad cars and aircraft, as
well as international passengers entering the United States from Canada.
The removal of the inspection exemption will take effect March 1, but the
provisions removing the exemption for commercial trucks and commercial
railroad cars entering the United States from Canada will not begin until
June 1.
APHIS said the delay will allow U.S. officials the additional time needed
to further evaluate several Canadian proposals intended to mitigate pest
risk and potentially lower the cost of land-border inspections. Notice of
this action is scheduled for publication in the Feb. 26 Federal Register.
"I'm glad that the Department of Agriculture is starting to see the need to
rethink this initiative," says Rep. Louise M. Slaughter, D.-N.Y.,
chairwoman of the House Rules Committee. "I've opposed the blanket
imposition of new fees and new inspections on all trucks entering the U.S.
from Canada since it was proposed last fall. It is a heavy-handed response
to a narrow problem. I encourage USDA to allow a joint U.S.-Canada working
group to develop workable solutions rather than moving forward with this
flawed idea."

Ethanol Demand May Raise US Food Prices Slightly
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)--Soaring demand for ethanol will likely mean higher
prices at grocery stores for products from soft drinks to broiler chickens,
but the increases may be too small for most consumers to notice.
In the past six months, the rush to produce more corn-based ethanol has
doubled the grain's value, increasing costs for foods that include corn as
an ingredient or rely on it as animal feed.
The value of other crops -- soybeans, cotton, wheat, rice and vegetable
crops also will likely climb as farmers switch to corn and cash in on
prices as high as $4.08 a bushel. Last year at this time, prices hovered
around $2.22.
"We've seen a little of the retail food price impact already," said Robert
Wisner, an agricultural economist at Iowa State University. Wisner
predicted consumer prices would slowly rise over the next few years as
the ethanol industry more than doubles its capacity.
Products facing price increases include soft drinks and processed foods
such as ketchup made with high-fructose corn syrup, corn-based foods
including corn chips and breakfast cereals, and soybean oil and wheat
flour. Meat and dairy items could see some of the largest increases because
producers are being forced to pay much more for feed made with corn, Wisner
said.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
State Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Secretary’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

Take a motion from the table.
Demonstrate Parliamentary Procedure for the school board.

Ability:
Business:

To refer to a committee.
Hold a pancake breakfast at the county fair.

2007 Iowa FFA Association
State Conduct of Meetings CDE Abilities
Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

Take a motion from the table.
Demonstrate Parliamentary Procedure for the school board.

Ability:
Business:

To refer to a committee.
Hold a pancake breakfast at the county fair.

1.

When the American Flag is displayed either horizontally or vertically
against a wall, in what corner are the stars?
(Page 24, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“When the flag is displayed either horizontally or vertically against a wall, the stars should be in
the top left corner.”

2.

What are the three medals that may be worn the FFA jacket?
(Page 12, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“These should represent the highest degree earned, the highest office held, and the highest award
earned by the member.”

3.

What is the name of the symbol for the Sentinel?
(Page 23, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
The Shield of Friendship

4.

Name four of the six responsibilities of the Chapter Advisor.
(Page 16, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
“1. Supervise chapter activities year round. 2. Inform prospective students and parents about
FFA. 3. Instruct students in leadership and personal development. 4. Build school and
community support for the program. 5. Encourage involvement of all chapter members in
activities. 6. Prepare students for involvement in CDEs and leadership programs.”

5.

Name four of the eight items of Official Chapter Equipment.
(Page 22, 05-06 Official FFA Manual)
1. 1 FFA Felt Banner; 2. Officer Symbols; 3. 1 Secretary, Treasurer & Program of Activities
Workbook or the computer software; 4. 1 Reporter’s Computer Solution software; 5. 1
Scrapbook; 6. 7 or more Official FFA Manuals; 7. 1 Official FFA Flag; 8. 1 Gavel and Block

2007 Iowa FFA Association
State Creed Speaking CDE Questions

1. In the first paragraph, you stated “in the promise of better days
through better ways”. What are the better ways to which you
referred?

2. What does the phrase “I believe in leadership from ourselves and
respect from others” mean to you?

3. In your opinion, why is it important for FFA members to learn the
FFA Creed?

2007 Iowa FFA Association
State Extemporaneous Speaking CDE Topics
2006-07 General Themes: a.) Agriscience and Technology; b.) Agrimarketing and
International Agricultural Relations; and c.) Food and Fiber Systems.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

How can we find a balance between environmental impact and maximized production?

What role does planning and zoning play in the interaction between urban and rural?

How can we establish and maintain a safe and abundant global food supply?

COMPANY OR
EMPLOYER NAME:

POSITION APPLIED FOR:
APPLICANT TELEPHONE:

Employment Application

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:

YOUR NAME:

Last

First

ADDRESS:

Middle
ARE YOU LEGALLY ELIGIBLE FOR EMPLOYMENT IN THE U.S.A.?

Yes

No

(If yes, verification will be required.)

Yes

I AM SEEKING A PERMANENT POSITION:

No

IF NECESSARY FOR THE JOB I AM ABLE TO:

Are you able to perform the essential functions
of the position with or without accommodations?

Yes

No

Work (which shifts)?

Select:

Work overtime?

Select:

Select:

Provide a valid Alaska Drivers License?

IF NECESSARY FOR THE JOB, ARE YOU OVER (Please mark one)

14__

15__

16__

18__

19__

21__

I WILL BE ABLE TO REPORT TO WORK ____ DAYS AFTER BEING NOTIFIED THAT I AM HIRED.
EDUCATION:

Yrs. Completed

Field of Study

Graduate or Degree

High School
College/University
Business/Technical
Other

(May include grammar school)

MILITARY SERVICE:

Yes

No

Duty/Specialized Training:

REFERENCES: List two personal references who are not relatives or former supervisors.
Name

Address

Telephone

Occupation

Years known

Name

Address

Telephone

Occupation

Years known

EMPLOYMENT:

List last employment first. Include summer or temporary jobs. Be sure all your experience or employers related
to this job are listed here, in the summary (following this section), or use an extra sheet of paper if necessary.

Employer Name and Address

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Employer Name and Address

Telephone:

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Telephone:

Developed at employer request by the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Employment Security Division

genapp (r03/00)

EMPLOYMENT CONTINUED…
Employer Name and Address

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Employer Name and Address

Telephone:

Position Title/Duties Skills

Dates Employed
from

to

Reason for leaving
Supervisor's Name:

Telephone:

Summarize other
employment related to this job:

Types of computers, other electronic or mechanical
equipment that you are qualified to operate or repair:
Typing speed:

per minute.

Professional Licenses, Certifications or Registrations:

Additional skills including supervision skills, other languages, or information
regarding the career/occupation you wish to bring to the employer's attention:

In case of accident or illness please contact:

Daytime phone:

Name:

Relationship:

Address:

Information to the applicant: As part of our procedure for processing your employment application, your personal and employment
references may be checked. If you have misrepresented or omitted any facts on this application, and are subsequently hired, you
may be discharged from your job. You may make a written request for information derived from the checking of your references.
If necessary for employment, you may be required to: supply your birth certificate or other proof of authorization to work in the US,
have a physical examination and/or a drug test, or to sign a conflict of interest agreement and abide by its terms.
I understand and agree to the information shown above:

Signature:

Date:

Equal Employment Opportunity: While many employers are required by federal law to have an Affirmative Action Program, all
employers are required to provide equal employment opportunity and may ask your national origin, race and sex for planning and
reporting purposes only. This information is optional and failure to provide it will have no affect on your application for employment.
Employer Section:

Developed at employer request by the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Employment Security Division

genapp (r08/02)

2007 Iowa FFA Association
State Parliamentary Procedure CDE
Abilities/Questions
Judge’s Copy
Ability:
Business:

To Appeal from the Decision of the Chair
Demonstrate Parliamentary Procedure for the school board.

Ability:
Business:

To Postpone Definitely
Request a National Officer for the FFA banquet.

Ability:
Business:

To Rise to the Point of Order.
Send two members to the County Farm Bureau Meeting.

Ability:
Business:

To Rescind
Purchase FFA jackets for new members.

Ability:
Business:

To Call for Previous Question
Invite Alumni members to the next chapter meeting.

1.

A member calls for a Question of Privilege. The chair decides for the group and the
decision is not acceptable to any member. What should the group do?
(Page 30, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“If the Chair decides for the group and the decision is not acceptable to any member, that member may Appeal from the
Decision of the Chair.”

2.

Who is permitted to withdraw a motion?
(Page 59, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“For various reasons, a member who has presented a main motion (which was seconded) may wish to withdraw it from
consideration by using this incidental motion (motion to withdraw).”

3.

What is the purpose of a motion to postpone indefinitely?
(Page 49, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“The purpose of postponing indefinitely is to stop the passage of a main motion without letting it come to a vote by the
organization – in other words, to kill the main motion.”

4.

Of the five classes of motions (main, privileged, subsidiary, incidental, and
unclassified), which one is the lowest ranked?
(Page 12, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
“However, the main motion also has the lowest rank among motions so that the other types of motions used to modify it can
be introduced while the main motion is pending.”

5.

Name three of the five types of countable voting methods.
(Page 21, 1994 Edition of “Mastering Parliamentary Procedure”)
A. Raising Hands; B. Standing; C. Marking Paper Ballots; D. Calling the Roll of Members; E. Circulating a
mechanical voting device

Radio Broadcasting CDE
State Level – Iowa FFA Association
2007
Eyes on prospective planting report
As farmers and market analysts waited impatiently for this week’s “mother
of all reports” from the USDA, they knew almost as quickly as the numbers
came out, they would be outdated.
The bottom line is no matter how accurate the USDA is with its Prospective
Plantings Report, the numbers could trigger further planting changes before
seeds ever go into the ground, says Darrel Good, University of Illinois
economist.
“This will tell us what farmers were thinking a few weeks ago,” he
explains.
“Then, depending on the numbers, the market may try to convince them to
change that thinking.”
What that means is the report could change planting intentions more than in
any other year in memory.
That means farmers already know they will be eagerly anticipating the June
30 report, which reflects actual planted acres.
But, we’re getting ahead of ourselves here.
First, Good says, farmers need to look at the March 30 report.
Last year, slightly more than 78 million acres were harvested.
If that figure in the March 30 report is 87 million or 88 million acres,
the market likely will be satisfied.
A lower or higher figure will affect the market accordingly.
But, Good advises farmers to also look at where the acres are coming from.
That means looking at what crops (soybeans or wheat, for example) are going
to drop in acreage. But, it also means looking at the geography of what
states are providing extra corn acres. That will affect local prices and
the basis in many areas.
Of course, several private companies issued their acreage projections
earlier in the week.
For example, Allendale Inc. in McHenry, Ill., estimated corn acreage to
rise 12.4 million acres. Allendale also projected a 9.6 million acre drop
in soybeans and a 3.1 million acre increase in wheat.
If those figures hold true, it would signal changes in the market, Good
says.

Price swings could be commonplace
As planting gets closer, farmers should get accustomed to seeing to larger
swings in the grain markets.
Kurt Koester, risk management specialist with AgriSource in Waukee, says
the recent correction in the grain markets has caused some concern among
some farmers. However, he says it is a sign of the grain-marketing times.
“We are in a volatile time period that will have significant price moves.”
Even with a 10 million acre increase in U.S. corn acres, Koester says the
carryout supply could range from a 10- to a 46-day supply as yields range.
The carryout projection for the 2006-07 marketing year is 752 million
bushels of corn or a 23-day supply.
Using a base of 10 million more corn acres in 2007, carryout supplies can
range from: 314 million bu. or 10-day supply with a 145 bu./acre national
average yield; to a 714 million bu. or 22-day supply with a 150 bu. /acre
national yield; or to 1.513 billion bu. or 46-day supply with a 160-bu.
yield.
The current USDA trendline yield for the U.S. corn crop is 152 bu./acre.
Koester uses 1996 as a reference point when traders started rationing corn
by taking prices to $5 when there was an 18-day supply.
The same can be said for the soybeans. The current projection of carryout
of U.S. soybeans is 595 million bu. or a 71-day supply. Using a 7 million
acre decrease in soybeans in U.S. in 2007, the 2007-08 marketing carryout
can go from: 125 million bu. or a 15-day supply with a national yield of
38 bu./acre; 260 million bu. or a 31-day supply at 40 bu./acre or 395
million bu. or a 47-day supply at 42 bu./acre.
He says the trade guess is 8 million to 12 million more corn acres and 5
milllion to 10 million less soybean acres when the USDA releases its
Prospective Plantings Report March 30.
Koester asks where are all the corn acres coming from? Possibly cotton,
hay, wheat or other crops?
He says most of the land may not be best for raising corn and with
increased corn-on-corn acres, the national average yield may decrease.
“We don’t think the market has taken in account any weather scare,” Koester
says.
That means a weather market could start at 7:31 a.m. March 30 after the
USDA numbers are released. He says swings of a $1/bu. in corn and $1.50/bu.
in soybeans are not out of the question before the end of growing season.
Koester says farmers should use a mix of options, crop insurance and
forward pricing to protect themselves from lower prices.
“There is a fit for puts and calls in this environment,” he says.
Koester says farmers should use upswings in the market as pricing
opportunities or put some puts and place some calls on the downswing to
protect themselves.

Profitability possible in hogs
Optimism prevails in the hog industry, even though most are feeling the
pinch of higher feed costs.
Shane Ellis, Iowa State University Extension livestock marketing economist,
says while high grain prices are going to affect a producer’s bottom line,
there should be plenty of opportunity for profitability.
“Soybean meal prices have been higher, although not as high as corn, so
obviously it hurts more when both of those are up,” he says.
“But, we think hog prices can be similar to what we saw last year. We may
not see that two-week period in the summer where prices really went higher,
but producers should make some money.”
Futures prices are near $73 per hundredweight on a lean basis through the
summer, which translates into about $54/cwt. on a live basis. Ellis says
most feel that will be well over break-even levels.
“We’re feeding higher-priced corn into the finishing stage, and we will see
more and more of that as spring moves along.
“But, we should still be well above our break-evens.”
Slaughter numbers continue to run high, Ellis says, but adds the industry
has more than enough packing capacity to handle it.
“Those packers need to have the hogs or they are going to be losing money.
Demand for pork is strong, and the packers are paying what they need to pay
to get the hogs.”
The strong prices should not result in expansion, Ellis says.
“I think people are a lot more disciplined than they used to be, so you
aren’t going to see the numbers rise and fall as much.
“I don’t anticipate a whole lot of growth in numbers.”
Cattle prices also remain strong with steers in the Iowa/Southern Minnesota
market hitting $95/cwt. last week. Ellis says these prices indicate
consumers are still willing to spend money on quality beef.
“You wondered with gas prices getting higher again, but people are still
looking for beef as we approach grilling season. Demand has been strong and
steady.”
Despite the demand, Ellis says it may be difficult for feedlots to turn a
profit. While feeder cattle prices have dropped recently, he says it has
not been enough to offset higher corn prices.
Despite that, Ellis says feedlots are looking for cattle.
“There are feedlots that are below capacity, and they can stand a little of
that. We had a bigger calf crop last year, and there were not as many
heifers retained for breeding, but we still aren’t seeing the cattle we
need to fill the lots.

Cattle profits still possible
Feed costs continue to pressure feedlots, but there could be periods of
profitability in the market.
Darrell Mark, Extension livestock marketing economist at the University of
Nebraska, says with futures prices solidly in the $90s, opportunities to
make some money are there.
“The opportunity is there to hedge some cattle at a profit because we have
dropped feeder cattle prices so much that break-evens are down some,” he
says.
Placements are also down, Mark says, and the industry also has worked its
way through most of the record numbers placed in feedlots last year.
“I think we are pretty much through those cattle,” he says.
“The rally we had last week was very positive as well.
“Early summer doesn’t look so bad since we have held placements in check.”
Severe winter weather in much of the Southern Plains, and more recently in
the Northern Plains, have helped keep carcass weights down. Mark says when
you combine that with corn prices, feedlots are electing to market cattle
at lighter weights.
“I think carcasses averaged 768 pounds last week, and that’s down about 15
lbs. from a year ago,” he says.
“Corn is about $2 per bushel higher than it was even six months ago, and
that’s helping keep the pounds of those carcasses as well.”
While the feeder cattle market has taken some hits over the past six
months, Mark says it has rebounded some as calving season moves along.
“Every time we see some weakness in the corn market, feeder cattle prices
want to move,” he says.
“They’ve come up some from their lows.
“We also should have a tighter calf supply than we have had in recent
years, and that could boost prices as well. I would expect calf supplies to
remain tight all the way through 2007.”
Hog producers also may want to take a look at the futures market, Mark
says.
“Corn prices have pushed break-evens up, but the opportunity is still there
in the futures market to hedge some profitability.
“We have had stronger futures prices that at times are higher than cash
prices, so there is some strength in the market.”
Slaughter numbers continue to run high, Mark says, although carcass weights
have gone down.
“That has really helped support this market.”

CORN Futures - 08:47 - Saturday, 31 March

Contract
Last
May 2007 (CK7) 374-4s
Jul 2007 (CN7) 385-4s
Sep 2007 (CU7) 381-2s
Dec 2007 (CZ7) 383-4s
Mar 2008 (CH8) 392-2s
May 2008 (CK8) 396-4s
Jul 2008 (CN8) 399-6s
Sep 2008 (CU8) 381-0s
Dec 2008 (CZ8) 380-2s
Mar 2009 (CH9) 387-0s
Jul 2009 (CN9) 388-0s
Dec 2009 (CZ9) 372-0s
Mar 2010 (CH0) 372-0s
Jul 2010 (CN0) 390-4s
Dec 2010 (CZ0) 363-0s

Change
-20-0
-20-0
-20-0
-20-0
-20-0
-20-0
-20-0
-18-0
-17-2
-14-4
-16-0
-12-4
-15-4
0-0
-7-0

Open
374-4
385-4
381-2
383-4
392-2
398-0
405-0
388-0
388-0
392-2
399-0
376-0
372-0
390-4
362-0

High
374-4
385-4
381-2
383-4
393-0
401-0
406-0
389-0
389-4
395-0
399-0
377-0
372-0
390-4
363-0

Low
374-4
385-4
381-2
383-4
392-2
396-4
399-6
379-0
379-0
385-0
388-0
370-0
372-0
390-4
362-0

Prev. Stl.
394-4
405-4
401-2
403-4
412-2
416-4
419-6
399-0
397-4
401-4
404-0
384-4
387-4
390-4
370-0

Time
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007

SOYBEANS Futures - 08:49 - Saturday, 31 March

Contract
Last
May 2007 (SK7) 761-2s
Jul 2007 (SN7) 778-0s
Aug 2007 (SQ7) 783-0s
Sep 2007 (SU7) 790-4s
Nov 2007 (SX7) 805-0s
Jan 2008 (SF8) 813-4s
Mar 2008 (SH8) 821-0s
May 2008 (SK8) 822-0s
Jul 2008 (SN8) 828-0s
Nov 2008 (SX8) 822-0s
Jul 2009 (SN9) 834-0s
Nov 2009 (SX9) 817-0s

Change
-17-0
-15-2
-16-0
-14-6
-15-0
-15-4
-14-6
-17-4
-16-6
-19-0
0-0
-14-4

Open
771-0
786-0
794-0
807-0
818-0
825-0
834-0
832-0
836-0
832-0
834-0
833-0

High
778-0
793-0
798-0
807-0
821-4
830-0
835-4
838-0
845-0
838-0
834-0
833-0

Low
750-4
763-0
774-0
785-0
793-0
810-0
820-0
821-0
821-0
816-0
834-0
817-0

Prev. Stl.
778-2
793-2
799-0
805-2
820-0
829-0
835-6
839-4
844-6
841-0
834-0
831-4

LIVE CATTLE Futures - 08:51 - Saturday, 31 March

Contract
Last Change Open High Low Prev. Stl.
Time
Apr 2007 (LCJ7) 97.600s +1.225 96.700 97.80096.40096.375 03/30/2007
Jun 2007 (LCM7) 94.875s +0.925 94.250 95.20093.87593.950 03/30/2007
Aug 2007 (LCQ7) 92.250s +0.525 91.750 92.60091.60091.725 03/30/2007

Time
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007

Oct 2007 (LCV7) 96.350s +0.600
Dec 2007 (LCZ7) 96.575s +0.425
Feb 2008 (LCG8) 96.350s -0.050
Apr 2008 (LCJ8) 95.250s -0.250
Jun 2008 (LCM8) 92.500s +0.500
Aug 2008 (LCQ8) 91.250s +0.050

95.775 96.50095.50095.750
95.800 96.62595.80096.150
96.100 96.50096.00096.400
95.400 95.50094.75095.500
92.500 92.50092.50092.000
91.800 91.25091.25091.200

03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007

LEAN HOGS Futures - 09:06 - Saturday, 31 March

Contract
Last
Apr 2007 (LHJ7) 63.850s
May 2007 (LHK7) 75.900s
Jun 2007 (LHM7) 75.400s
Jul 2007 (LHN7) 75.250s
Aug 2007 (LHQ7) 74.225s
Oct 2007 (LHV7) 66.400s
Dec 2007 (LHZ7) 65.000s
Feb 2008 (LHG8) 68.250s
Apr 2008 (LHJ8) 69.400s

Change
+0.350
+2.500
+1.325
+0.200
-0.675
-0.900
-0.900
-0.875
-0.600

Open
63.450
73.050
73.750
74.800
74.500
66.600
65.650
68.600
68.000

High
63.900
76.400
75.800
75.500
74.700
66.900
65.700
68.750
69.400

Low
63.075
72.000
72.550
73.400
73.000
65.300
64.100
67.400
68.000

Prev. Stl.
63.500
73.400
74.075
75.050
74.900
67.300
65.900
69.125
70.000

Time
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007
03/30/2007

Weather Report
Rest Of Today: mostly cloudy. Isolated showers and thunderstorms in the
morning. Windy, cooler. High in the lower 50s. Temperature steady or slowly
falling in the afternoon. Northwest wind 15 to 20 mph with gusts to around
30 mph increasing to 20 to 30 mph with gusts to around 45 mph in the
afternoon. Chance of rain 20 percent.
Tonight: partly cloudy. Breezy. Much colder. Low in the mid 20s. Northwest
wind 20 to 25 mph with gusts to around 35 mph.
Wednesday: partly sunny. Breezy, colder. High in the lower 40s. Northwest
wind 15 to 25 mph.
Wednesday Night: mostly clear. Low in the lower 20s. North wind 10 to 15
mph.
Thursday: partly sunny. High in the lower 40s. Northwest wind around 10
mph.
Thursday Night Through Saturday: partly cloudy. Low in the lower 20s. High
in the lower 40s.
Saturday Night: mostly clear. Low in the lower 20s.
Sunday And Sunday Night: partly cloudy. High in the upper 40s. Low in the
lower 30s.
Monday: mostly sunny. High in the lower 50s.

USDA Weather Report for Iowa – March 6, 2007
IOWA: Soil 1% very short, 7% short, 76% adequate, 16% surplus.
Snow cover 9 inches. Frost penetration 13 inches. Early February was
extremely cold. A heavy ice-storm, high winds came across the state the
last weekend of the month causing major power outages. Many farmers
relied on generators to feed, water their livestock. Death losses were up
considerably from recent years, the full effect of the month ending storm
is not yet known. Activities: Calving, lambing, moving snow and other
winter business.

USDA World Ag Supply and Demand Estimates
WHEAT: Global wheat production for 2006/07 is projected at 593.1 million
tons, up 1.1 million from last month on higher production in India.
Production for India is raised 1.4 million tons, more than offsetting a
downward revision in EU-25 of 0.2 million tons. A small reduction in Former
Soviet Union output accounts for the rest of this month’s 2006/07
production changes. Global consumption is raised 1.2 million tons with
increases for EU-25, India, and Australia. Higher wheat feeding in
Australia is expected to offset some of the decline in sorghum production
and pasture and forage availability as a result of the ongoing drought.
Global exports are lowered
1.0 million tons this month, reflecting a like drop in EU-25 exports. Lower
production and rising domestic consumption in EU-25 are expected to limit
the availability of wheat for export.
COARSE GRAINS: The U.S. feed grains balance sheets are unchanged this
month. Projections for the corn and sorghum season-average farm prices are
unchanged at $3.00 to $3.40 per bushel and $3.10 to $3.50 per bushel,
respectively. The barley farm price range is raised 10 cents on the bottom
end to $2.85 to $2.95 per bushel, reflecting strong feed barley prices. The
oats farm price is tightened 5 cents on each end of the range to $1.80 to
$1.90 per bushel.
Global 2006/07 coarse grain production is lowered 0.5 million tons this
month as higher corn production in South America is more than offset by
lower coarse grains production in South Africa and Australia. Argentina
corn production is raised 0.5 million tons to 21.5 million, and Brazil corn
production is raised 2.0 million tons to 48.0 million. Production is
expected to be a record in both countries as excellent growing season
weather is reflected in higher yields. Corn area for Brazil’s winter crop
is also expected to be higher as producers respond to high corn prices with
increased planting. South Africa corn output is lowered to 7.0 million
tons, down 2.5 million from last month as drought and heat during February
sharply reduced production prospects. Australia sorghum, oats, and corn
production are all lowered as drought affected these spring planted crops.
Coarse grain production in India is lowered as a reduction in millet is
only partly offset by an increase in corn. The Philippines corn production
is raised this month.
World coarse grain consumption is raised slightly this month. An increase
in corn consumption is nearly offset by lower millet, sorghum, and oats
consumption. Corn consumption is raised for EU-25, Mexico, India, and the
Philippines as larger supplies support increases in feeding. Reduced
coarse grain production lowers consumption in other countries. With lower
output, millet consumption is lowered for India. Sorghum, oats, and corn
consumption are lowered for Australia, reflecting drought-reduced supplies.
RICE: Only minor changes are made to the U.S. 2006/07 rice supply and use
projections. On the supply side, all rice imports are raised 0.5 million
cwt to 19.0 million cwt with long-grain imports raised 0.5 million cwt
while combined medium- and short-grain imports are unchanged. No changes
are made on the use side from a month ago. The average milling yield for
2006/07 is raised slightly to 70.5 percent based on millings data received
from the rice industry. Ending stocks of all rice are projected at 30.9
million cwt, 0.5 million cwt above last month, but 12.1 million cwt below a
year earlier. The season-average farm price is projected at $9.75 to $9.95
per cwt, up 10 cents per cwt on both ends of the range from a month ago.

Global production is lowered slightly from last month; consumption,
imports, and exports are nearly unchanged; and ending stocks are raised
slightly.
Global production is reduced 0.3 million tons from a month ago due
primarily to a smaller crop projected for Indonesia. Global ending stocks
are projected at 79.1 million tons, up about 0.2 million tons from last
month, but 2.8 million tons below 2005/06. The slight rise in ending stocks
is due primarily to an increase for India (+0.75 million tons), which is
nearly offset by reductions for Indonesia (-0.45 million
tons), Argentina (-0.1 million tons), and Pakistan (-0.1 million tons).
Smaller adjustments in stocks are made to several other countries.
OILSEEDS: U.S. soybean ending stocks for 2006/07 are projected at a record
595 million bushels, unchanged from last month, but up 33 percent from
2005/06. Crush and exports are unchanged. Reduced seed use is offset by an
equivalent increase in residual, leaving total use unchanged. Soybean meal
supply and demand are unchanged this month. Soybean oil stocks are reduced
due to lower projected imports. The U.S. season-average soybean price for
2006/07 is projected at $6.10 to $6.50, up 20 cents on the lower end of the
range. Soybean meal prices are projected at $185 to $200 per short ton, up
$5 on both ends of the range. Soybean oil prices are unchanged at 27.5 to
29.5 cents per pound.
Global oilseed production for 2006/07 is projected at 399.1 million tons,
up 2.0 million tons from last month. Foreign production accounts for all of
the change. Increases for soybeans, rapeseed, peanuts, and copra are partly
offset by a small reduction for sunflowerseed. Global soybean production is
projected at a record 229.4 million tons, up 1.0 million tons from last
month. Brazil production is raised 1.0 million tons to a record 57.0
million tons. Growing conditions have been exceptionally good this season,
especially in the southern states, which were affected by drought during
each of the past three seasons. Other production changes include increased
rapeseed for Australia, increased rapeseed and peanuts for China, and
reduced sunflower seed for EU-25.
SUGAR: Projected 2006/07 U.S. sugar supply and use are nearly unchanged
from last month. Beet sugar production is decreased 9,000 short tons, raw
value, based on processor estimates compiled by the Farm Service Agency.
With no other changes, ending stocks are decreased by that amount.
LIVESTOCK, POULTRY, AND DAIRY: Total U.S. meat production for 2007 is
reduced from last month and livestock and poultry prices are raised.
Production declines are largest in the first half of the year and reflect
reduced slaughter numbers and weights for cattle, hogs, and broilers. Beef
production forecasts for the second half are lowered from last month due to
lower slaughter and no expected growth in cattle weights. The decline in
beef carcass weights reflects several factors including higher feed costs,
harsh winter weather, and higher-than expected first quarter beef cow
slaughter. Despite higher forecast hog slaughter during the second half of
the year, production is unchanged due to lower expected weights. Broiler
production forecasts are reduced for the first half of the year based on
low January slaughter data and below year-earlier egg set and chick
placement data. Second-half broiler production forecasts are unchanged from
last month as hatchery supply flock data supports expectations of a
resumption of broiler meat production growth later in the year. Turkey
production forecasts are unchanged. Egg production forecasts for the first
half of the year are reduced slightly from last month. Supply and use
estimates for 2006 are adjusted to reflect slaughter data revisions and

December trade numbers. Price forecasts for 2007 are raised due to tighter
expected first-half supplies. A slower-than expected pace of hog and cattle
marketings as well as weather concerns are supporting livestock prices.
Broiler and turkey prices are raised due to relatively tight supplies and
stronger exports. Egg prices for the first half of the year are raised due
to slower production growth and currently high wholesale prices.
Beef export forecasts for 2007 are reduced from last month because of
slower expected recovery of trade with Japan and South Korea. Pork and
poultry forecasts are unchanged from last month.
Milk supply and use estimates for 2006 are adjusted to reflect revisions to
production and stock data as well as December trade data. Production in
first quarter 2007 is lowered because of reduced milk per cow as growth in
January output per cow was lower than expected. Production forecasts for
the remaining quarters are unchanged. Despite improved milk prices,
relatively weak milk-feed ratios are expected to result in a gradual
decline in herd numbers through much of the year. Beginning year stocks are
higher than last month but demand for dairy products is expected to absorb
the additional quantities. Nonfat dry milk (NDM) and whey demand, for both
domestic use and exports, remains strong with international markets
expected to remain tight through the entire year. Hence, prices for these
products are raised from last month and are major drivers of the increase
in the Class III and Class IV price forecasts. Butter prices are reduced
slightly as butter supplies are relatively large and may grow as increased
NDM demand supports increased butter production. Cheese price forecasts are
slightly higher than last month as demand is firm. The all milk price
forecast for 2007 is raised to $15.05 to $15.65.
COTTON: This month’s 2006/07 U.S. cotton forecasts include lower exports,
resulting in higher ending stocks. Production and domestic mill use are
unchanged, and imports are reduced marginally. The export forecast is
lowered 500,000 bales to 14.0 million, reflecting continued sluggish U.S.
export sales and shipments and lower estimated imports by China.
Accordingly, ending stocks are raised to 8.8 million bales, the largest
since 1985/86. With marginally higher world production offset by higher
consumption, a reduction in this month’s 2006/07 ending stocks mainly
reflects slightly lower beginning stocks. An increase in India production
is partially offset by reductions for Australia and some African Franc Zone
countries. Consumption is also raised for India but lowered for Pakistan.
China imports are reduced 1.5 million bales to 14.0 million, reflecting
lower-than-expected imports for January and continued postponement of the
government’s release of import quotas. With lower world import demand,
exports are reduced for the United States, India, Brazil, and the African
France Zone. Forecast world ending stocks of 52.4 million bales are about 1
percent below last month.

Grassley pulls payment limit language
Only a couple of days after introducing a piece of legislation that would
limit farm payments, Iowa Sen. Charles Grassley and N.D. Sen. Byron Dorgan
withdrew the plan after being pressured from Southern lawmakers.
Grassley said, ‘‘Throughout this debate I have been hearing concerns from
Senators who were considering voting against my payment limits amendment
simply because it was on a non-binding budget resolution. I don’t want my

colleagues to have any excuses to vote against good policy, so Senator
Dorgan and I asked for the amendment to be pulled from consideration.’’
The farm payment limit language called for payments to farmers to be
limited to $250,000 annually, saving taxpayers $486 million over the next
five years. Current limits are virtually infinite as payments are limited
to $360,000 per entity, but loopholes in the language of the law permit
three entities to collect farm payments on a farm plus another loophole
which allows farmers to receive generic certificates when caps are reached
further complicates the issue.
Pressure from Southern lawmakers including Georgia Sen. Saxby Chambliss and
Arkansas Sen. Blanche Lincoln who criticized the amendment as targeting
cotton and rice growers. Chambliss said the issue should be addressed
exclusively in the farm bill, taking into account regional differences and
agribusiness infrastructures.
Leaders say the U.S. needs to tighten farm payments not only for budget
purposes but to show the world the country is serious about free trade and
lowering trade barriers with countries around the world. Recent challenges
to U.S. subsidies to farmers have been brought to the World Trade
Organization by Brazil and Canada. Brazil challenged U.S. cotton payments
while Canada is challenging the support the government gives to corn
farmers.
Grassley said the payment limit discussion will be a part of the farm bill
talks coming up this summer. ‘‘Placing a hard cap on farm payments and
getting rid of the loopholes that are being used to help big farms get even
bigger remains a top priority for me as we begin debate on the farm bill,’’
Grassley said, ‘‘and I’m confident we’ll have the votes to get it done.’’
On Tuesday, during a conference call with Iowa farm reporters, Grassley
said the issue of generic certificates and regional differences may be
compromised looking forward if other lawmakers can convince him of the
differences in raising the crops.
‘‘I don’t have my mind made up on the cotton and rice growers,’’ Grassley
said. ‘‘I am willing to talk but we can’t pay extra for blue sky.’’
When asked how the government would deal with surpluses of cotton, rice or
other commodities if farmers are not granted generic certificates, Grassley
said he did not have an immediate answer to the problem.

Warm weather elevates temps in grain bins
The latest rash of warm weather arriving just weeks behind a blizzard may
have prompted mold to begin forming in stored grain.
Steve Johnson, a farm and agriculture business management field specialist
with Iowa State University Extension, told Farm News that one corn
processor reported as much as five times the amount of 16 percent corn

moisture or higher being delivered in early March compared to one year ago.
Johnson and others recommend producers check grain bins to avoid possibly
being docked for moisture—or even having their loads denied.
“While most elevators and processors discount corn for moisture above 15
percent, those discounts may be increasing at the same time cash corn price
has increased,î” Johnson said. “A moisture discount in previous years was
typically 2.5 cents per half point above 15 percent. Delivering corn at 17
percent moisture in the past would have created a 10-cent-per-bushel
discount of price. New moisture discounts being applied may be 1 percent of
the cash selling price per half point above 15 percent moisture. That would
create a 15-cent-per-bushel discount for delivering 17 percent moisture
corn worth $3.75 per bushel.î”
Dr. Charles Hurburgh, professor of agricultural and biosystems engineering
at Iowa State, said ethanol plants will not accept spoiled grain, because
it affects the fermentation process. The feed value of spoiled grain also
is reduced if mycotoxins or off flavors develop due to mold.
“Moldy grain should be fed only under consultation with a veterinarian—
cattle are pretty tolerant, but you have to know exactly what you have,î”
Hurburgh said.
Hurburgh said drying is expensive and it is possible to store medium
moisture corn through cold weather without drying at up to 18 percent
moisture levels. But, with the change in weather, any corn at more than 16
percent moisture should be dried now. When inspecting grain, producers
should rely on their eyes and noses.
“Obviously if you see moldy grain, this is certain, but moisture will rise
first and there will be some increase in musty odor,”î Hurburgh said. “Run
the fans; smell for musty grain. A temperature rise always accompanies
spoilage, which can be checked with a thermometer on a rod in the grain or
with temperature cable sensors. If the grain is over 16 percent moisture
now, spoilage is going to happen.î”
Johnson said if the grain is left unchecked, the corn could be damaged and
may not be accepted by a corn processor if more than 10 percent is damaged.
Or, plants may severely dock the price.
“The problem will likely be compounded in the future as Iowa farms increase
corn acreage and potential record volumes of corn production,” Johnson
added. “The challenge to harvest, transport, dry and store larger corn
crops may be daunting for some producers. Moisture discounts may vary among
Iowa elevators and processors, so check with your local grain merchandiser
to understand the implications for delivering higher moisture or damaged
corn.”

Farmers may plant 10 million more acres
The tractors are idle as the first day of spring arrives. However, in a few
short weeks, farmers will begin to prepare their lands for the largest corn
crop the United States has seen since 1946.
Across the Corn Belt, farmers are clearly leaning toward planting more corn

and fewer soybeans. Although the shift may not be dramatic for some
producers, others near zones where more ethanol plants are being planned
will plant at least two-thirds of their farmland to corn.
The American Soybean Association predicted recently that at least 5 million
fewer acres of soybeans will be planted this year. That would mean the
other 5 million acres would come from cotton, alfalfa, conservation lands
or other crops.
However, even if the corn crop hits the trendline yield estimates of 153
bushels per acre this year, the carryout situation gets tighter for next
year. The markets, sensing a shortfall this year if the weather does not
cooperate, continues to push new crop prices higher. On Tuesday, December
’07 corn was at $4.09 on the Chicago Board of Trade. Any weather scares
like heavy rains in April or hot weather in July will keep the trade
pushing prices higher.
Meanwhile, soybean prices continued its upward trend as well, now at $8.07
for November soybeans.
Brian Hoops, a market analyst from Yankton, S.D., said the market will
continue to bid up corn all the way into planting season in an effort to
gain as many acres as possible.
‘‘In northwest Iowa, southern Minnesota and eastern South Dakota, there
will definitely be a big shift to corn,’’ Hoops said. ‘‘We are talking to
farmers who say they will easily plant two-thirds of their land to corn.’’
Hoops credits the corn planting boom to the ethanol boom. He said many
farmers are heavily invested into ethanol plants and planting more corn
protects their investment.
‘‘Once planting is over, the market has no incentive to bid in a planting
premium for corn so we will see prices tumble after planting,’’ Hoops said
Tuesday. ‘‘However, farmers should pay close attention to the markets this
summer, especially if we have weather threats or any problems that would
associate this crop to becoming smaller.”
Hoops said estimated carryouts of corn would increase substantially if the
U.S. sees a trendline yield this year. However, just the opposite would
occur in soybeans as carryout bushels would drop to less than 300 million
bushels.

Peterson pushes for food labeling
Minnesota’s Collin Peterson wants country of origin labeling for food, and
it sounds like he will get his wish.

The leader of the U.S. House Agriculture Committee said recently that he
will sit down with leaders from key livestock groups and work out a deal to
implement both COOL and mandatory animal livestock identification soon so
the government has time to write rules and implement the two programs by
2008.
Peterson said packers and producers are in favor of labeling if the animal
ID program is tied to it, but the issue of costs has many upset, especially
at a time when grain prices have taken the profit out of raising livestock.
Peterson told members of the National Farmers Union at the farm group’s
national convention that labeling will happen by September 2008. Several
farm groups including R-CALF USA favor a mandatory system for labeling
rather than the current voluntary program.
‘‘Even if consumers try to seek out U.S. beef, they have no way of knowing
where the product they purchase comes from. In fact it is easier for
consumers to find out where their toys and clothes are manufactured than to
learn the origin of the food they eat,’’ said a position paper posted on RCALF’s Web site.
Iowa Sen. Charles Grassley, a proponent of food labeling, said recently
during a conference call with agriculture reporters that country-of-origin
labeling is past due and needs to be implemented as soon as possible.
Grassley supports a bill that calls for COOL to be enacted in September
2007. That bill is languishing in Congress.
‘‘This should have been implemented in 2004 and we have seen delays and
stalling from the meat industries,’’ Grassley said. ‘‘If Collin Peterson is
in favor of taking the lead on this issue and having this phased in over
time, I am in favor of it, because we need this to become a reality.’’
Galactica: Unity Does Death Rock
SF author Steven Harper told SCI FI Wire that his latest novel, Battlestar
Galactica: Unity, is set in the universe of the SCI FI Channel original
series and takes place after the episode "Flight of the Phoenix" and before
"Pegasus." "We have the stealth fighter at this point, and as far as
Galactica knows, they're the only game out there," Harper said in an
interview. "The Pegasus hasn't shown up yet. Sharon is still in the brig
and barely showing her pregnancy."
In the novel, the ragtag fleet has just found a planet rich in algae
that'll allow them to replenish their food and medicine supplies, Harper
said. "They're really low on antibiotics, in fact, and dealing with a
serious outbreak of strep," he said. "They've converted one of the mining
ships into something that can harvest the stuff, and as the crew is
working, a basestar full of Cylons shows up. Starbuck, Apollo and the other
pilots manage to beat the bad guys back and destroy the basestar. In the
debris, however, Starbuck finds a colonial rescue pod. She brings it back
to Galactica. Inside is a man named Peter Attis. He's a rock star from
Caprica, and his arrival causes quite the furor. He says he's been a Cylon
captive since the colonies were destroyed. The people are starved for
entertainment, and Peter gladly agrees to give a concert. Afterward,
however, people start falling victim to strange fits. They convulse and
speak in tongues. Gaius Baltar and Dr. Cotter realize Peter is spreading a
Cylon-engineered disease. Unfortunately, a religious cult has seized on
Peter as a savior, and they'll do anything to stop the doctors from finding
a cure."

The storyline was inspired by the lack of popular culture references in
Battlestar GalacticaBattlestar Galactica, Harper said. "We've seen one
sport—Pyramid—and gotten hints that professional sports are popular, and
we've seen people play cards, but that's about it," he said. "I wondered,
'Who are the movie stars? ... Who did the general public go crazy over? And
what would happen if a professional entertainer turned up on board?' ...
I'd also been doing some reading on doomsday cults. These are groups of
people who see the end of the world as imminent and are doing their best to
prepare for it. These two concepts sort of wandered through my head for a
while, then bumped into each other and bred."
Peter unwittingly spreads a disease that attacks the nervous system, which
meant Harper had to invent one, he said. "Viruses and bacteria and protozoa
have been done over and over, of course, but when I was looking into
infections that go after nerve cells, I came across bovine spongiform
encephalopathy—that's mad cow disease to you and me," Harper said. "This
led me to investigate prions, which turned out to be way more interesting
than I thought they'd be. With the help of a biochemist friend of mine, I
made a few science-fictional tweaks to some prions and voila! ... As it
happened, the way prions work also had a significant impact on the plot,
since curing a prion isn't so easy."

